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·' CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROl1.ND 
The problem we have proposed to ours.elves In thla 
the.is la the probl. ot Euripldes'rel181oua attitude. We 
... , 
do not wiah to Investigate the oontent ot his re.11gioua 
be11ets, nor the 1Dt'luenoe tor &oodor .tor 111. that hl. 
plals had em there11g10n ot hls counk'JlIen., OUr interest 
11es In determining as prec1 •• 17 as we can .the. nature ot his 
attitude towards the traditional. r.e11g10n. ot, .Athens, the 
re11gion ot the majorlt,. ot hi.s audience. It. ia obvious 
that the interpretation ot .the. dr_a ot Euripide. will be 
• tunction ot . . the an •• er that one give .• to thi. question. 
One detinite answer has been given and, abll aupported 
1>7 a group ot .o.dern soholars. Their iDtluence on. Euripi-
dean critici .. haa been .so great that it will be necessarl 
tor us constantl,- to consider the.ir position. . A. an .al.d in 
evaluat1ng the1r .tlndings, .e shall. r.vi .• w brle.tll1n thi. 
tlrst chapter their oplnlons and.theori ••• 
Sinoe Euriplc;te. more so the other ,ancient wrl tera 
..... to divide his. orit.ic. 1nto two .opposlDg.camp., one ot 
praiae and one o.t censur., it .1s d1.tticult to write about' 
him without b.ing cballeDged to adopt one slde. or the other. 
Some appear to see 1ll h1Dl a refleot.loD otthe1r. own apirlt, 
and conaequentl,. detend. hlmwith.an earnestn •• s. that men 
1 
8 
usuall7 reaerve tor ae1t.derense. Othera r1nd in htm, rebel 
againat aacred oanon. ot art, drama. and pO.etr7. and in t1ne 
indignation exert thaaselves to condemn him. 
We would l1ke. theretore, to make clear tro.. the atart 
that we belong to DO particular Scho~l, have no prejudice to 
vocabularize, and no intentionotoondemntngor prais1ng 
Euripides. It is Dot that we teel a value judgment on Euri-
,;. 
pide. ia uninteresting or inaign1.ticant: tar tro. it •. It i. 
simp17 tbat we t.el that the wholepreblemot Euripidean 
appreciation has been UDIlece •• ar1l.J: cont.u.ed . arad .a,ide-traoked 
by a aerioua laok. ot l1D4eratand1na .&IlCL an. ,over-emphas1. Oil 
one particular teature ot hi. art. 
Betore we can hope to arrive at an objectiveIl' tail' 
and rea117 .oUDde8ti .. ti~ ot Euripides, itwiI1 be De48.sar7, 
ot covse, to clear up thi. contusion. Thi •.• ,tu4,., then, 1. 
direoted and r8.trlctedto a de.terJa1ned.teature. ot. Euripi-
des' dramas in the hppe ot.etti118 torth. oarehl.17 its actual 
1ine .. ents without arq ooncern w1 th .. the further. question ot 
whether our solution will make Euripides c_pare. aore .tavor-
a'bll' w1th Aesoh71ua and Sophool •• , will. make hi ••• _a 
gre.ter world dramatiat or poet. or will lend aupport to one 
oamp ~ the other. 
That Earip1des .re.117 does present JIl8.D1: probl .. no. ODe 
will den1. Prote.sor Jlurra7 was aerel., .• xpr •• ains the c_-
mon opln1on when he wrote: 
w. poas.aa .ighteen pla,.a fro. the 
hand ot Euripid.a.aa against seven 
each from the oth.r.two trag.dians; 
and.e have more materIal for know-
l.dge about him than abo.ut anJ' oth.r 
Greek po.t, ,..t .he r_aina. p.rha»_. 
the moa.t problematl.c. tigure inan-
olent Greek .. ll.terature.~.., 
OD. i. immediatel,- struck bJ .the contrast between 
Euripidea and Sophocles with whoa he. :waa. c,ontemporar7, and 
to a 18.s8r ext.nt also Ae.ch71ua.bcd.hetollo •• d.oD the 
stage. Gone are the subU.. he1gbt.,. the "' •. sive alao •. t bom-
bastic laDlUage, the gigantio tlgures, th.eo14,atatueaqu8 
characters ot Aesoh71ua. Gone, too, are the niceties, the 
sJDlllletr7, the call1ness, the sharpness and sureneas ote.xecu-
tion, the im.personallt,: ot theworb. otSophocl..... 1ns ..tea4 
1'18 tind -striking scen.s, clever reasoning, .. splendi4 orator7, 
harrowing situ~tion.,. brilliant .. ausi.eaJ. .. etteo.ta.82 Xost ot 
the charaoter. are from . .,-tholoQ but.the1aot. and th1nk and ,.. 
teel like fltth-centur7 Athen1an.a. Id .... on. politio., the 
plac. ot wom.n, relIgIon, .1ave17, war.and.peao.,are scattered 
broadoast without JaUch attempt to s7Dth.sl,ze •. Undoubtedl,., 
thIs great ohange in apirlt and teolm1que .hubs.n ...•. con-
tributing tactor in the various e.s tillat e •... ot .. modern oritlcs 
on Euripide.. As Lewis O .. pb.llremark'a • 
.. -~- .. -----
1 Gilb.rt Jlurrq, A mstor:! .. ot Anoient, Gr •• k .. L1.teatur. .... D .•. 
2 Appl.ton aDd Co.; I ••. fork0B§' , .. 250. . 
Edward Capp., Fro. Ro •• r . to .fheo.c.ri.tua .. : .A .. Manual" .of .. Gr •• k. 
LIterature. C1i'irIe. !crlEer i s.!ona, )leiYork, 11nl, aSD. 
~-------------------------------------------
The judpents of .odern ori tloa 
on Euripide. have been _trangel,. 
various. • • • The just appreoia-
tion ot Ae_oh71us and Sophocles 
impres.ea on the mind a atandard .of 
ot dramatic art to wh1chtheir gJ-eat 
succe.aor.did not, .. and could Dot, 
oontora. The aecret ot b.1- in-
fluenc. i8 not their.eoret. Bi8 
a1m i_ ditterent trOll. their., per-
haps le.. elevated, but his succeS8 
aa an original poet 1. notwith-
standing vel',. real and w11 •• 3 
Hla pla,.a ahow an almost inoredible versat1l1t,., radical 
ohange. 1D .piri t and DUlDIler ottre._ent, and inc.onsi.ten-
oi.a in what .eem, .t l ••• t, to be the opiD1.olUl. Ilt. the draaa-
tJ,_t. 1Ir. Luo •• , one oitho •• who .w111 .. praia. Euripid •• at 
U7 co.t, .dai t. quite tree17hi8inoQD.alateno7. but 810rio.-
lD it. 
on political and .001a1 quo.tion. 
Euripide. .howa th..... tearl ••• 
tre.do. ot. though'; and it here 
too he ••• ms to take DOW' one posi-
tion, now another, it ... i. not. onl7 
beoauae he la a dtamatl.t, but 
bee.lls. h. reoogni'ze_, that truth 1. 
greater than oonai.tenor and. that 
'the Golden Rule .la that thero i. 
no Golden Rule •• 4 
In re11giou. Id ••••• s w.ll as in other., Euripidea i. 
bJ' DO .eana entlrel,. clear and oonai.t.ont. What. h.e haa to .a7 
ot goda and oracl •• , hi. critl01 ..... ot l .• gendarr aoral., . the 
----------3 Lewi. Caapb.ll, A Guide. to . Gr.ek, ,!rMedl .. tor BDal1ah. ,11 .. 4.1' .... 
P.rol val and Co. -; r;onaon;-J,SOl, 210., - . 
• P.L.LuoaS,EuPlilde. and .. H1 •. IDtlllencul •... Jlarahall .. Jones 00., 
Boaton, lsd, s. --
soa.time• abrupt entranoe into the. plot. ot. 41vln.ohar~ter. 
baye all given r.lse to auoh speoulatlon, and. have oreated. the 
problem tbis paper .cODs1ders •.. It Will. be ..•• 11 ... to glve here 
80me ot the d1tfloul.tie •. ln. 1D.terpretation that taoe one 
.. '7 
oourageous enough to tl'J to force the vie.. of our drlUlatlst 
tato one unified soh .... 
AD. obvlous proble.is the re.collo!llatloD .. of the Baoohae, 
a pIal ot supraae religious power and tervor, .an attaok on 
rationali- and sophiam, a vlnd1oat1on .ot pl.8tJ aga1ut 01111-
oi .. , wi th m.&llJ of the. other pIa,: •. wb.1ch. ae. to cri ti.c1se 
and rationalize reUg10us legend... . In. the Baoohae .e have 
aHaerous passages llke: 
'~ls not tor ua to reason touohing Gods. 
Tra41tloDa of. our tathers, 014 a. ttae, 
We hold: no r.eaeoaing .. shall .oaat th_ 
down,--
Ifo, though of subtle.t .1t our wlsdOJll 
sprl nc. 5 
And Jet the herolne In the Ipb,lgene1a in Tauria., .. wl th. whoa w. 
are naturallJ borne. to aJDlpatb1z .• , do ••. not he.slt.ate . to sorutin-
ize the -tradltlons ot our tathers- with so •• bltterneas. 
-----,.,----
out on this Goddess's talse 8ubt1eties, 
Who, 1t one stain his hands with 
blood of .en, 
Or touoh a wite new-travalled, or a 
oorpse, 
I Baochae 200-20Z. i'ranslatlon from Arthur S. Way, Eur.1pidea 
with an ¥§IliSh Translation. 4 vola.Wl11l_ Heinemann, 
t:oiiIoii;o. (5ther tranaiatlona ot.the.plaJaot Eurlpldes 
ln the the.ls, unles. otherwise state4,wl11 .be taken t.ro. 
the same souroe. 
Bar. him her altar., ho.lding him detiled, .' 
Yet j07. her.elt in.human aacrltice! 
It cannot be that Zeus' brlde Leto bare 
Such tol17. Nar,I hold.unworth7 credence 
The banquet glven ot Tantalus to ~e God.,--
As though the Goda oould aavour a 
chlld 's tlesh J 
Even ao, thls tolk, th .. ~elves man-
murderer. 
Charse on their Goddes. their own aln, 
I ween; 
For I bell eve that none ot the Goda ls vile. 6 
e 
Again, 1n the Bacchae the choru.·con8tantl7 repeat. that 
whatever 18 aent trom heavenla truest and best and Will br1na 
man to bli ••• For example, we bave: 
We mal not, In the heart's thought 
or the act, 
Set u. above the law 0' use and wont. 
Ll ttle does 1 t C.08.t, tal th 's preclous 
heritase, 
To trust that whataoe'er trom Heaven 
Is aent 
Hath aoverelgn awa7; what .• 'er through 
age on ase 
Hath gathere4aanotlonbJ our nature'. 
bent. V 
And 7et a good part ottha Oreat •• la devoted. to.or1t101 •• ot 
the oracle ot Apollo wh1ch lead Oreat.a to ala7 hia mother. 
Electra aara plaln17: 
-- .. _------
Wrongful was he who uttered that 
~ongtul rede 
When Loxias, throned .on the trlp6d, 
decreed 
The death ot m7 mother, a toul un-
natural deedlB 
6 IppILenel& 1n Tauri.1 378-391. 
7 Baae • 892=S97. 
8 Orestes 162-164. 
• • • Phoebus tor viotims hath sealed us twain, 
Who decreed that. we spill a mother's 
blood. 
For a father's--a deed w1thout a namel9 
And man,. other passages trom the Bacchae could ,.be placed in 
like contrast with senttment. from tht other plaJs. 
Moreover, not on17 between the spirit ot the Bacchae and 
some ot the other pla,.s is there reoonciliat1on needed, but 
• even in individual pla7s themselves. As we noted, the Oreste. 
contains man,. bitter stricture. against Apollo; yet at the end 
the whole situation 1s reversed and Apollo receives the praise 
of all. ~he chorus insists 
Yet God overruleth the i.aue still, 
To mete unto men what issue he 11111; 
Great 1. his powerllO 
Orestes .eems to be completely won over to Apollo and exclaims: 
Hail, Prophet Loxiaa, to thine oracles I 
Xo lying proPhet wert thou then, but true. ll 
And Apollo ble.s •• tha. all wi th the words: 
Pass on JOur 9&7; and to Peace, ot 
the Gods most fair, 
Render JOur prai.e. l2 
Yet the whole reversal i. so sudden that it cannot .•• tisfJ u •• 
After the Bacchae, the ~ is thought b7 some to be the 
most ditficult P1a7 ot Euripides to interpret correct17. The 
-.............. .. 
9 Ibid., 191-113. 
10 Ibid., 1545-1547. 
11 !OI!., 1666-1667. 
12 IOII., 1684. 
-
b01 Ion is JIlade to rebuke Apollo severell' tor ravlshlag the 
maid Oreusa and to cast doubt on all. such stDrles about the 
godS. 
Yet must I plead with Phoebus--
What ails him? ae ravlsheth 
Maids, and torsakes; begetteth babes 
b,. atealth. 
And heeds not, though the,. die. Do 
thou not ao: 
Belng strong, be .r1.ghteous. For 
wbat man aoe'er .. 
Transgresseth, the God. visit thls on 
him. 
Hpw were it just then that 1e should. 
enact 
For .en laws, and1ourselve. work 
lawlessne •• ? 
For it--it could not be, 1et put it 80--
Ye ahould pay mulatto men tor law-
less lust. 
Thou, the Sea-king, and.Zeu. the Lord 
ot Heaven, 
Paylna tor wrongs should make your 
temple. void. 
For, to11owins ple.sure_past all wi.-
doa's bounds, 
Ye work lU1righteouanes.8. Unjust it .. ere 
To cal.1 men vile, 1t .. e, but imitate 
Whaf'< Gods de .. good:-""!they are vile 
.. ho teadb .u..th1 •• 13 
The almost irresistible inclination is to talcethi8 .passage 
as expre88ing the true Ddnd ot the drUl&tl.s,t. and not that ot 
the supposedl,. piaus Ion; the onlT difficultJ i8, that it the 
story of Apollo's fatherhood i. not true, the Whole drama~ic 
action i8 s~pl,. absurd. 
8 
lIor ls Apollo theon1.,. dlvine, .belng .to be hal • ., .. , betore 
the trl bunal ot Euripides to be judged and condeJllJ1ed. .The queen 
.----------13 Ion 436-451. 
-
9 
of heaven, Hera herselt, ilviolent1J repudiated bJ He»aclea: 
To auoh a godde.a 
Who ahall.pra,. no.'--who, tor a 
woaan 'a sake 
Jealou. of Zeus, from Hellas hath 
out off 
Her benefActor., gui1tle.s though 
they .8rel14 .. ', 
In the aame plaT, Zeus i.ohallenged b,-Japhlt17on in 
no unoertain terms: 
.. 
Zeus. tor 111'1 oouch-mate gained I 
thee in vain, 
:lamed thee in vain o.o-fa ther of my aOIl. 
Lea. than thou see..edst.art thou friend 
to .el 
Mortal, in worth thy godhead I outdo; 
Herculea' sons have I. abandone4 not. 
Cunning wast thou to steal .. unt.O'IIfJ couch.,--
'10 tiloh another 'sright none tendered 
thee,-- • 
Yet mow 'st. not ho. to aave tby dear 
ones nowl 
Thine 1s unwisdOll, or inJuatloe thine .15 
In strange oontrast to plaTS 11ke tb1.s, we have other., 
e.g., the SUppliants, in which with greatearne.tnes. and 
oonviction the whole aafet,. and aUGcea.. ot Athena . i.. p~aced on 
the proper reverence and .ervice of the. gods, their temples, 
and oracle.. !heseus, the Athenian king and hero,. whoa again 
we feel almost of Decessit,. to be apeak1ng.the true mlnd ot 
the Athenian patriot, Euripides, rebukes Adrastus tor neglect-
ing the warnins_ ot the aeer •• 
Thou 1e44est t.orth.th8. Argive. all to war, 
... _-------
14 Madne •• otHeracl •• 130'1-1310. 
15 Ibla., 3~-!4'. 
-
Though 8eer8 .pake h.aven'8 warnlng, 
•• ttlng at naught 
Thes8, tlouting Goda, didst ru1n ao 
thy state, 
B.J YOUD& men led astray, which love 
the ~a1se 
or men.l., ••• 
And tor avls1 bl. .•. th1ngs ... , or diml7 8een, 
Soothsa,.8r. watch the flame, the 
.' 
llver'8 tolds, 
Or trom. the birds dlvlnethe.thinsa to be.17 
On the other alde, agaln, .e hale passages where the 
poet aee •• to go deliberate17 .out .. ot .. hi •. W&7 to caatlgate 
-the whole aeer tribe as olle .. b1.tlous.our.e •• 18 In the 
Helen the m.ss.nger stepa out ot. .characte.r and preaents a 
short discu.sion on the que.tion .ot . .•. ootha.&;Yimg: 
This wlll I do, kiDa. .But the lore 
of •• era, 
Bow vain 1t 1 .• I ••• , how tull ot 11 ••• 
Utterl7 naught then were the altar-
tlam •• , 
Th. y01oe. ot wlng.dthings l Sh.er 
tol17 this 
Even to dream that birda .a7 help 
mankiDd. • •• 
Why aeek we then to aeers? WIth 
sacritice 
To. God., aak ble •• lngs,: let sooth-
aa7mgs be. 
The,. were but aa a bait tor greed 
devised: 
.0 .luggard getteth wealth through 
d1vinat10n. . 
Sound wit With prudence, i8 the seer 
of ••• rs. 19 
10 
Ariatophane. attacke4 Euripide. with great .n8r87, ao-
.. _-----_ ....... i; Suppliants 229-23~. 
nIl., 211-213. 
18 li6I.' g.nela at Aul18 520. 
19 !iIi. 747-~. 
11 
euatna him 01' all aorta oterl.e., and eapeolal17 .1th"per-
auadlng the people that there are_.llo ,goda. 20 It we take thls 
"11 •• aerlous17, though, we .uat 7et explain .hy pla7 atter 
pla7 ends wlth at least apparent "I1nd1«!at1cm ot the IGda aD4 
.. , 
theIr ora61es, aDd. the troublea 01' the .. characteraare at-
tribute4 to the11' lack ot talth.an4 patienoe. 
Another problem whioh .haa conslt\erab1.e .bearlng on the 
question ot Eurlplde.· rellglous "I.1e •• 18 the, tact ot his 
1JDmense and contlnu1ng popularit7 even In the tace ot what 
certalnl,. appear to be srave dete4t.. and blemi8he. In h18 
work. The structure ot a_e' ot the p1a78 oazmo.t help but 
strike the modern reader as being decldedl,.w.ak. And even 
In the be.t pla7s, such as the .edea. there .are features that 
a1aost apoll tor u. the toroe ot the drama. Even Ariatotle 
stat •• a8 s1mp171J1excua.able the, entrance at Ae,eu. 1n the 
.edea,21 and IB_Y moderns would have preterred thattu 
flylng charlot had been om1ttedat t.he end. In more than cae 
pla7 the struotural unit7 appears to us to be severe1,..Ja1'1'e4 
b7 eplsod •• whloh .. aJ'e in th_selve. not bad17 done, but whioh 
have llttle 01' nothing to dowltl1 the. aotlon inhaat. )(ore 
than once the appearano. ot the deus ex .. ohina falla to 
-- . 
make a great d.al ot aen.e. But d •• pite th •••. and man7 other 
orltic1_ that cowl th Justlce 'be made, the .tAO.t atl11 stands 
.... _-_ ... -_ ... 
20 Arlstopbane., The •• 0pSorlasuaae 451. 
21 Poetlcs 146lb.lo. .' 
that Euripldes has survlved and retalned hls popularit1 not 
onl., wlth the .as.e. who aigb.t be thought, t.O be 1 •• s dls-
cr1alnatlr:ag, but also aad perhaps even more .0 with some ot 
the greateat poets, dramatists, and cr.1tics ot, the Western 
trad1t1on. 22 ~ 
12 
In an ettort to explaln the dls.orepanc7 .between the 
undeniable popular!t7 ot Euripide. ant·. the.dramatl0 blemishes 
that evoked the acorn ot Schlegel, Swlnburne, and other modern 
crltlcs, certain scho1ara, espeelall., in Bngland, .towards. the 
end ot the nineteenth centUl"J', introduced arevolutlon&r,-
change 1n the d1reo.tion ot Eur1p14 .... , cr.1tlelam. 23 Their 
leaders seemed det.era1aed to show that Euripldes was ven 
nearl,- the pert.ct dramat1st. It la .pos81b1.e.tbat the,- were 
in.clined to take th1s new because Euripldesappeared to them 
to personlf., the Id.a1s and spirit ot their own~centur7. Oon-
siderlnl, apparentlJ, that excellence.o. dramatic structure 
1s coteNiDus with excellenoe. 01, druaa,the7 ...• 8t out to ahow 
tbat Euripide. was iade.da master poet b7" .atte.ptiDg to save 
----...... _--
22 hong bi. moat ardent adairers -7 be. listed Arlstotle, 
Philemon.. Alexander the. Great, .. Petraoh,. 1I11tol1" Corneill., 
RaCine, \joethe, 001eridge, the Brownlngs, llaoaula."Cardl-
nal Ke1lD1An, and lIl&D7 othera. Halgh, .:!R., cit., 318, stat •• : 
-!to po.t ever exercised. a .ore powerf'UI.1iirIuenoe on sub-
sequent 11terature.w 
23 Dr. Verrall, the leading.uponentot the. new lnterpretation, 
explains hi8 motlve in the tirst sentenoe ot. the. intro-
duction to hls Eur111.d.S .the. Rationallst.:., ,A~ ,in. the 
H1atorl ot Art iii4. el1giiii': Univ •. Presa. n'1liiDrl(lgi';' 1lm"5: 
-'!he pur'jiae. of-uil. hOOk lSd to expl..aln and ... account for, ••• 
the great and aurpr18ins ditterenc.eof op.1n101'l between an-
cient readers aDd. mO.derna re.peotiDg the poat.t1on and. m8rl t. 
13 
"1 oost the dramaturgy of his p1a1S. 
F" 
In lasS appeared a tranllation ot the!!! b.1 H.B.L., to 
~oh .. s joined a n .. interpretation or the pl~7.24Aooord-
. tal to his theory, the play i8 not at all to be taken &S mean-
... ., 
... wbat it 1&7s. Creuaa was not real17ravished by Apollo but 
., aCllle louth with 7ellow hair whOJB ahe tanoiedto be the god. 
,. AyoiA the soandal tbat would d1la1ni/h the. honor ot the 
..,.1 tami17, the Athenian priests transterred the baby to 
1t1pb1. Later, however, when the union wi.th Xuthus . was untru1t-
1\11 and it seemed likelJ that a toreign prince.wouldgainthe 
erOlle, the7 plotted wi th Delph1 to bring baok the 111_.1t1-
.. ,. oh1ld ot Oreusa as the .heir to the croWD. All the wonder-
M happenings in the pl.f--the action ot the dove., the theo-
1fi1ml, the birth-tokens--were .erel.7 tricks. Thus there re-
.. lila a clever and. subtile pleoe ot dramati.o wr1t1ng. 
tfh1a "rationa11f,ationw ot the plot 01. the !!! caught 
taYor at once, and trom this t1me on we tind co..mentator arter 
_entator accept1ng in whole or in part th1s v1e. ot the pla7, 
.ia4 extending the novel interpretation to. the other pla78 as 
A.W.Verrall, espeo1al1J, took up~h. theor7with no 
little skill andenthusia ... and pushed it. to t11. 11lB1t .•.. In the 
Y..,. nut lear he made publio a slllilar -rat1onalistic- inter-
.' ot Euripides. 
It !h. information about the translat10n by H.B.L. il taken 
trOll A.S.Owen, Euripides Ion. Clarendon Pre •• , Oxford, 
1919, Introduction ~11.---
...... 'I! .. L ... ::LOD ot the ato17 in a transla t1.0D.and commenta17 .,pre-
. 
:,ared tor a perf'ormanceof' .the . !,!!at C&1Ilbri.dge. 25 Ion, he 
_,lained, was reallJ the son. of the Xaenad with whom Xuthua 
. .a1JIlt. his relatioDs at the testlval. in Delphi. In tact, thi • 
. ;., 
".DAd yer,. probab17 became a priestess. and ls the P,yth1a at 
The Delphian prIests wi8h to place lOll 1D a posltlcn 
the SOD of' the Athen1~rulers, and CODse-
the meetIng with Xuthua aa he leavea the abriae. 
a. Oreusa react •• 0 "9'i olent 17 that she .. 1. 11'1. danger of' being 
pat to death in the vep,. t_pl., the priests hasti17.1nvent 
•• rtain olue. to convince her that Ion i8 11'1 realit,. her ling 
•• ad 11legitimate aon bJ seae nttl811. Oreusa. is overjo,-ed 
ad ac.epts the allegation wi th 11.tt~e queat1ordJag. Thus all 
.ads .. ell, and the pta,- ls shawn to be t1ne1,-.ooDstruoted and 
.. 11llant17 oonceived. 
When this oommentar,. was later, 1895, pub11shed in book 
three other 8ssa78 were joined wl.th 1t. In accordanoe 
with the same theor,-, the,. treat at length the Alcesti8, the 
IRh1seneia ~ Tauri8, and the Phoeni8 •. ae. Dr •. Verrall fS point 
be.t presented in his e8sa7 on the Phoenlssae: 
On the one hand we have the tact 
that prt.a taoi. hi8 pla,.., like 
those ot hi8 two great rivala, S8em 
to be illustrations at saored legend., 
-----•.. _-
1& 'fh1. interpretation is to be tound. 11'1 hi. later book, Euri,-
1de. !e! Ratlonalist, pp. 138 if'. 
in which the goda and miracles of 
anthropomorphic religion are assumed, 
at least tor artistic purposes, as 
truth, forming the maohinerl of the 
story, giving the oonclusion to whioh 
it points, and oontrolling the sen-
timent which it raises. On the other 
hand we have the equally~vi.ible 
faot that the plals are ~ull of 
incidents and language pointing 
directly to the opposite oonclusion, 
stimulating an adverse sentiment, 
oonsistent only with disbelief in 
the traditional religlon·and re-jeotion ot the anthropomorphic gods. 
The result is a oontuSiOD, a want ot 
unity, which, if aooepted as the final 
base for a judgment of the author, 
degrades him at once to a level ot 
thought and feeling altogether below 
that ot his alleged oompeers, and in-
deed below that of the ordinary prao-
titioner in literary fiction, thus 
causing us, it we consider the matter 
clearll, to wonder how~s contempDr-
aries, and still more the generations 
which immediatell followed his death, 
can have entered, as they oertainly 
did, into the delusion that this was 
an artist worthy of the very highest 
rank. The answer which we have offered 
is, briefly, that of the two oonfliot-




We have quoted this statement exaotly because it has 
had tremendous influenoe on later commentators, and sums up 
one solution to the problem we wish to treat. In 1905 Ver»all 
strengthened his intluence by publishing a second book of 
essays interpreting in a rationalistic vein tour more plays 
of Euripides, the Andromache, Helen, Heraclea, and Orestes. 27 
----------26 Ibid., 246. 
27 r.r.Verrall, EasalS .2!! ~ Plals ~ Euripides: Androma,che 
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We oan see the Influence of Verrall In the state.ent of 
J.T.Sheppard In hls Greek Tragedy: 
When a story Is to be expounded 1D 
order to be self-exposed, or 'to be 
presented In any ne. and startllngly 
unorthodox shape. 1t Is ~eoessary, 
1f .e are to oatoh the m~anlng of 
the author, to have olearly in our 
mlnds the verslon of the tale wlth 
whioh he starta.28 
And shortly afterwards he adm! ta ol.~17 hls de.pendenoe on 
the theory ot Verr,ll: 
The teohnlque of EurIpIdes' drama 1s 
thus almost Inevlt.ably assoolated 
wlth hls general point of vlew. Wlth 
regard to both 1 t must be apparent 
that the present wrlter aooepts with 
gra tl tude the teaohing of Dr. Verrall. 29 
Gllbert Korwood, one ot the best and mo~t Influentlai 
of Engllsh-language oommentatora, aocepts pretty thoroughly 
the posltlon of Verrall: 
Convinoed that his cont .. porarles 
held talse belleta about the gods 
and that the m7ths were large17 re-
spons1ble for thls, hypnotIzIng 
thought by thelr beauty and paralyz-
ing 10glc bl thelr authority, he seta 
hlmself to show, not only that they 
are untrue, but also how, though un-
true, they ever won oredenoe. SO 
And about the !5!! 1 tselt he remarks unequivocally: 
The Ion Is the one play In which 
-
......... -----
Helen, Heracles, Orestes. Unlverslty Press, Cambrldge, 1905. 
28 J.T.Sheppard, Oreek Tragedl. Universlt,. Press, Cambrldge, 
1911, 132-133. 
29 Ibld., 137. 
30 ~ert Norwood, Greek Tragedl. J.W.Luce, Boston, 1920,315. 
Euripides attacks tne Olympian theol- .' 
ogy beyond all conceivable doubt. 
It is certain • • • that his method 
ot attack is by innuendo and impli-
cation. Verrall's theory ot the poetls 
method is here on absolutely unassail-
able ground. 3l 
Lucas repudiate. the emphasis o'? Verrall. but accepts 
the theory in general: 
The orthodox religiondi~gusted ht.; 
it is tantastlc to belie~e with Verr-
all that its destruction was the main 
object with which he wrote his tra-
gedles; but the inexorable tact. 
vel led so long by the glamour of 
beautltul legend.~-that it the gods 
behaved as the stories sald. they 
were flend and fool in one.--he 
drags to light. .in play after pla7.32 
17 
Gilbert Murray sympath1ze. w1th the positlon ot Verrall, 
oonsider. Eurlpldes a man "notorious tor h1s bold rel1g1ous 
speoulation. a reputed athelst,· but admit. the d1fflculties 
ot the theory.33 He say. of the !,2a: 
What can one make ot the Ion? 
• • ; In thls point. as in-othera, 
the overoomprehensiveness of Eurlp-
ides' mind led him into artistic 
sins, and made much ot his work 
a great and fascinating tal1ure. 34 
Flnally. one of the most recent works on Eur1pides to 
appear, !h! Plays !! Euripides by Hadas and MoLean. has th1s 
to S&y on the question: 
-...... _----
31 Ibid., 239. 
32 Luoas, 30. 
33 Murrar, Ancient Greek Tragedl, 268. 
34 Ibid •• 270. 
-
He would lead his people in the .' 
paths of purit,. and truth# and his 
0111,. means at instruction were 
e only too ott,en) scabrous tales of 
lust and 17ing. In the first place 
he might dissimulate. He might pre-
sent the old myths as if they were 
true. He might invest them with all 
the circumstances of reallty# all the 
embrolder., ot orthodox.,. But trom 
the start his plan would be to tell 
the storle. badll# tolay the-.mphasl. 
Ii1&Il trie wrong places, ,to tell 
them in a "a., that would '*'bring out 
and underline all that was morally 
revolting and intellectuall,. absurd 
in thea. Euripides did take that 
line. He did more than spoil many a 
good old itory: he rulned them be-
70nd the repair at reasonable men. 35 
18 
We have had# then# In the last tift,. ,.ears a theor7 ot 
Eurlpldean criticism which represents a definlte break wlth 
the traditional interpretatlon. It has gained a la~ge measure 
at popularit,.. According to it# Euripide. cannot be under-
stood or appreoiated unless one understands the inner sign!- ~ 
tieana. ot his technique. And the ke,. to this esoteric 
understanding is his rationalism# atheism# criticism ot ortho-
doxy in a prima tact. religious medium. Without this ke,. the 
plays are nonanse and the stories are spoiled be70nd repair. 
We cannot take space here to sbow that one of the pre-
suppositioDS ot this theor,.--namely# that all the great poets 
and anoients admired htm as a flrst-class dramatist--needs 
---------... 
35 Moses Hadas and John Harve,. McLean# ~ Plals !! Euripldes. 
The Dial Preas, New York, 1936# xiii. 
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qualification. 36 Critics and poets trom Aristotle to Cardinal 
Newman have, indeed, praised Euripides, and have ranked as 
even supreme certain teatures of his work; but at the same time 
they have been almost unanimous in finding tault with the 
'-'7 
structure and execution ot his plots. There seems to be, there-
fore, no great cause tor alarm when modern oritics attack 
the same faults. It does not tollow t~t they must misunder-
stand the true nature ot the plays. All that would seem to 
follow is that those who condemn Euripides so heartil,. otten 
have their attention directed to a feature ot his art which 
was not that on which critics of tormer times perhaps centered 
their attention. Whether these modern judges are justified or 
not in their views is not at the moment the question. The tact 
remains that the very taults in construction that annoy the 
modern reader seemed to have annoyed the anoient and. less modern 
.. 
reader as well. There is no necessity to adopt a violent twist-
ing ot the entire drama in order to explain our lack ot approval 
But the question still r~ns conoerning his religious 
convictions. Are the pla,.s deliberatel,. composed to destroy 
beliet in the very story they portray? Was Euripides really 
an atheist who took every occasion to attaok the religion ot 
the masses? Did he treat his mater •• l with disbeliet, dislike, 
and thinly veiled contespt? Or did he a~yays write from within 
... ---------36 For a briet review ot Euripidean critiCism, conter Lucas, 
~. ~., Eassim. 
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the rramework or the tradit10nal Greek religion, cr1tid1sing 
at times, perhaps, the legenda that were the material of hi. 
art, but accepting them, nonethelesa, with the broad tolerance 
o! the average Athen1an? Briefly, then, we at.empt to answer 
the question: was Euripidea ortnodox In the public expression 
of hi. opinions? 
.' 
OHAPTER II 
THE GREEK OONCEPT OF ORTHODOXY 
An integral part ot our problem is the nature ot the 
concept ot orthodox7 among the Greeks. In our ettort to dis-
cover the Athenian populace's reaction to and esttmate ot the 
religious sentlments ot Euripldes# it will be alt.ogether neces-
' .. 
sar7 to investigate their notion of wnat was orthodox in their 
religion. Contusion and misapprehension on this pOint has 
been larg.17 responsible tor the erroneous ,judgmen.ts ot critics 
on the position ot Euripides in bis rellgious milieu. 
The paint Which must be emphasized at the outset ot an7 
discussion ot the Greek conoept ot orthodox7 is the sharp 
contrast between the Gre.ek religion on the one hand and the 
religions ot the Jews# Christians# Indlans# and others on the 
other hand. This difterence lies in the tact that in all the ~ 
latter religions there were definite sacred wrItings, gi.en 
by or inspired by God himselt as a rule ot lite tor hi. de-
votees. The authority ot such scriptures was beyond question; 
their nora was the norm ot orthodoxy. But the Greeks had no 
suc~ writings. Religious concepts and customs probably de-
riving trom the Minoan and Mycenean cultures were scattered 
and absorbed in Greece before the time ot Hamer. l He collected 
.... -..... _--
1 ct. Martin P. Nilsson# A HistorI ot Greek Reli~ion. (Trans-
lated tram the Swedish DY F.J.F eraen.) Claren on Press# 
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and reduce. to some sort of order much of the legendar)l'mater-
lal, but there is lIttle attempt even in Hamer to make any-
thing approaching a scientific theology. Hamer, indeed, came 
long atterward to be regarded a. a~ost unimpeaohable, but he 
stIll remained a poet with no partiouiar cla~. to divine 
help.2 His was a purely human testimony about the god., and 
oould be and was cr1tioised without eompunotIon. 3 
.. 
The multifarious nature ot Greek religion was due in 
large part to this absenoe ot an aocepted "revelation.-' The 
typioal Greek love of independenoe and localism manifested it-
self to the full. Eaoh oity had its own ideas ot worship and 
its distinct conoeption of the gods. Even divinitIes of iden-
tioal names were not neoessarlly the same in ditferent parts 
of Greeoe, and were not intrequently quite independent one of 
-_._------. 
Oxford, 1925, 9-37: "Kinoan-1470enean Religion and Its Sur- ". 
vival in Greek Religion.-
2 Of. Walter Woodburn H1'de, Greek Religion aDd Its Burvi vala. 
Marshall Jones 00., Boston, 19~3, 5: 'But even-ft in thls 
sense 0.. e., fixing legendi} Homer and Hesiod to some ex-
tent represented orthodoxy, their poe.msnever formed a 
BIble and were never regarded as the word ot the gods. 
The Homeric poema • • • were secular and not religious • • • 
were never binding on men's belieta. The Greeks never telt any 
limit to their religious imagination and curiosity." 
3 The attitude towards Homer of the other "founder" of Greek 
religion, Hesiod, is instructive. He is conscious ot his 
OPPOSition to Homer. The Muses, he says, can sing many lies 
whioh resemble the truth; but they can also sing of the 
truth if they wish. And HesiOO claims for himse.lf the role 
ot the prophet ot the truthful Muses. 
4 The Greeks did, ot course, believe that the gods revealed 
certain intormation to those who sought their oraoles. The 
point is that such revelation was confined entirely to prac-
tical matters. 
the other. 5 So also local shrines were thought ot as ~om­
plete unities, entire in themselves. The same persons might 
worsh1p at more than one shrine but the shrine itself 
its own manner ot worshipping and its own beliets. 6 
23 
There was no central authority in Greek re11gion. 
whether in respect ot be11efs or in respect ot ritual. There 
were no dogmas, no body ot fixed beliefs that demanded an 
.. 
act ot credence as a test of orthodoxy, since there was no 
authority to determ1ne or tormulate such beliets. If a wor-
shipper pertormed properly the rubrics of sacr1fice oustomary 
at a given shrine, it made not the slightest differenoe what 
he himselt really believed. And even the mode or r1tua~ was a 
matter for the local shrine to decide upon; there was no cen-
tral authority to intertere. The priests themse~ve8 were of 
soarcely any real influence as a clas.8. 7 Any adult male could 
perform the functions of a priest, could saorifice in bis 
home, while in the ar.my, or at the banquet table. Protessional 
soothsayers were called in usually only at special times, 
-----...... -
5 ct. Arthur Fairbanks, A Handbook ot Greek Relig10n. Amer1can 
Book Co., New York, 19Io, 22: Wlt~he hundreas ot points where 
Athena was worshj>pped in Greece, the goddess W&.8 never twice 
conoeived in exaotly the same manner. Even where the epithet 
attached to her name is the same, we have no assurance that 
it is really the same goddess." 
6 "The looal nature ot Greek religion meant that there were 
as many religions as there were oities, or rather as many 
as there were individual shrines allover Greece." Ibid.,22. 
7 ct. Nilsson, 247-248. ----
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especially to take omens in artairs ot the state. .' 
It has been truly said that there was not one religion 
bUt three religions in Greece. 8 The first was that of the poets 
and story-tellers. It was almost exclusively narrative and may 
1n,general be identified with the m7th~logy of Greece. It is 
important tor the purpose of this paper to note that mrthology 
was not the same a8 religion. It represented a paint of view 
.. 
quite distinct trom that of religion. The imagination was teee 
from any restrictions imposed by religion~ or dogma~ or marality. 
It included many beings suoh as ny.mphs. centaurs~ satyrs. and 
heroes who seldom if ever received any worship from the people; 
and on the other hand~ had no place for many of the gods who 
had been receiving for many decade. formal and important cult 
worship. A god with the same name was not considered to be the 
same person in mythology and in religion. The god of the myth 
was pretty much the same over the whole Greek world. The god 
of religion was specifically and usually only the god of a 
particular place and shrine who might be'thought of as radically 
different from the god of a shrine even in the same city- And 
finally. myths were confined to the realm. of bellef; religlon~ 
to the realm of practice. 9 ~ 
The second rellgion may be described as the religion of 
.. _--_ .. ---. 
8 We tollow here the division given b.J Professor William Charles 
Korfmacher, st. Louis University, in his unpublished notes 
on Greek religion, lecture 1. 
9 For a more complete treatment, 88e Fairbank8, 16-19. 
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the philosophers. It began with the physical inQ.uiriea.and 
speculations of the early Ionian philosophers in the sixth 
century, and frOJll the beginning or atleaat very early began 
to be looked upon as a defin1te way ot lire. Thia religion 
was dogmatic, and each of the schools;--the Pythagoreans, Aca-
demicians. Peripatetlcs. Stoics, Epicureans, and the rest,--
tried to establish a uniried set ot principles and doctrine • 
• Yet a man was tree to choose from among them and whlch one he 
eventually selected made little ditterence. It he chose wrongly 
he might find inner dissatisfaction and uneasiness. but no 
evil would betall him and he would be just as ·orthodox· and 
as close to the divinity as &Dyone el.e. 
The third kind of religion was the State religion, the 
religion ot the Polis and its gods. Far back in the history ot 
Greece when the t .. i17 was the unit ot society, the care ot 
worship ot the gods was in the hands ot the Pa.t ertami lias • and 
tamily unity and loyalty was tounded on and expressed by the 
unltied tamily worship. With the growth of the cities. a con-
flict arose between the new power of the state and the self-
suffIciency of the tamily structure. The city too had to be 
united and held in loyalty by the bonds of religion. The uni-
fication ot Attica was accompllshed only by convincing the 
people concerned that it was the command of the gods. 10 But 
-.... --....... -
10 Nilsson, 242-247. 
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it the State waa to be one, ita religlon and lts rellg~oua. 
exerclses must be one. Hence the State strove to wrest away 
from the tamllies thelr personal worshlp and make it publlc 
State worshlp in the name ot the whole body of citlzens. ll In 
this lt succeeded. In tifth-century nthens, all public reli-
gion was in the hands of the State. The great festivals were 
State testiYals, and were in realit7 more a worship ot the 
.. 
State than ot the gods.12 
Oonsequently the. State religion had no interest in the 
private beliefs of the indlvidual. 1S So long as he took part 
in the State cere.onies, performing the outward acts and ritual, 
so long as he ranained outwardly loyal to the personification 
of the body politic--the particular deit7 or deities ot the 
Polis,--then that man was highly "religious" and pious. The 
appeal ot the citizen's religion was not to uprlghtness ot lite, 
--_ .. -. .... --.. 
11 Ibld., 248-241. 
12 For a thought-provoking commentary on the real position of 
the State in the minds of fifth-century Athenians, confer 
the funeral speech ot Pericle •• (Thucydides, 2.35.) There 
is absolutely no mention of a future lIfe, or ot the gods. 
Virtue is equated with service to the State, and is re-
warded only by the State. The highest destiny of a citizen 
is to oontemplate, love, serve, and ~e for Athens. 
13 ct. HYde, 4: ·We shall find that it LGreek religlo~ dit-
tered easential17 tram most ot the religions which dominated 
the anoient world or those whioh demand the reverence ot 
mankind in our day. ••• While these genera117 .. phasi.e 
certain dogmas, the religion ot the Greeks was primari17 
not a matter ot beliet at all, but only ot practice. It had 
no dogmas, no creeds, no summa theologica. It had no sacred 
books to prove an obstacle to intelleotual progress." (sic) 
I 
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and In fact had nothlng to do wlth It. It was not conc.med 
with prlvate ethlcs, but wlth State unlty and patrlotlsm. There 
were rio doctrines, no Intellectually developed theologlcal sys-
tem; the State rellglon was a rellglon exclusively of feeling, 
emotlonal exhllaratlon, and polltlcs ... , 
Rellg10us orthodoX7, therefore, in tifth-century Athens, 
about which the commentators on Euripldes speak s.o frequentlJ, 
.. 
meant something altogether dlfferent tram orthodoxy in the 
modern sense. Burnet expresses it well when be says: 
We have now to ask why Sokrates was 
charged with irrellgion, and why he 
was put to death. We must at once 
put aslde the Idea iEatl."£' Wasl'Oi' 
no bel1evliii tnesrorl'eaati'Out-m. 
gots. It Is not:Iliely thai Any edu-
ca ed man belleved these, and unedu-
cated people pro.abll knew very llttle 
about them. There was no church and 
no prlesthood, and therefore the con-
ceptlon of rellgious orthodoxy dld 
not exlst. So tar as mythologJ was 
concerned, you mlght take any llberty.14 
And a llttle farther on he adds: 
-------_ .... 
The truth 1. that bellet In nar-
ratlves ot any klnd formed no part 
of anclent religion; anyone mlght 
reject or accept such thlngs as he 
pleased. Mythology was looked upon 
as a creatlon of the poets, and 
"poets tell many falsehoods." No 
one could be prosecuted tor what We 
call rellgious opinlons. 1S 
14 John Burnet, Greek Ph11080pllzPart !. ThaIs • .!2 Plato. Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., LOndon, 'DR, 182-183. 




What was dangerous. though. and what could be pro •• cuted 
was "impietJ'" towards the state. or what we would rather call 
disloyaltJ' or treason. That such was the real charge against 
socrates is highlJ' probable. We cannot here enter deeply into 
a question that is still being discus~d. but the trial ot 
Socrates represents to so manJ'mlnds the very opposite of what 
we are trJ'ing to establish that it will be advisable to in-
.. 
dicate certain reasons tor thinking that the real ottense ot 
socrates was his political attitude.1S 
Socrates' connection with the ThirtJ' was well known. and 
his criticism of Athenian democracy open and severe. Plato 
seems to go out ot his way in two ot his dialogues to indicate 
the real reason tor the trial and death ot his master. In the 
Gorgias,17 Socrates is represented as finding serious fault 
with the democracy and even its best-known leaders. I&llicles, 
the democratio Sophist. warns htm most explicitlJ' that he had 
better be careful or he would find himselt haled betore the 
court. Again in the Meno.18 the aoouser himselt, Anytus, enters 
-
into the dialogue without particular reason. and in a rage 
threatens Socrates with punishment it he continues tQ abuse the 
heroes ot the democracy. But we never hear ot anJ'one in Plato 
---.. -.. ---~ 16 HYde, 10: "But even here religious intolerance bad little 
to do with the orime; it was rather his supposed oligar-
chical views and the immediate oircumstances ot his trial 
which were responsible tor the strange verdict." 
17 Gorglas 521c. 
18 Keno 94e. 
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warning Socrates that he had better be careful 1fb.at he fiays 
about the gods. Although the true pietl" and beliet in the 
divine on the part ot Socrates is well known~ we l"et flnd h~ 
in the Phaedrus19 entirell" indifferent whether the stories 
about the gods are true or false. , .. , 
The other ca.es ot trials tor ~pietl" seem also to be 
founded not on opinions about the gods ,but on utterances dan-
.. 
gerous to the State. 20 It is verl" instructive to notice, tor 
example, that Aeschllu. could write his Prometheus whlch, ap-
parentll" at least, is a direct and unqualified blaspheml" against 
Zeus~ the father of all the gods, without arousing any excite-
ment or concern. Yet because he inadvertent~y mentioned in one 
of his plays a secret ot the Eleusinian ml"steries a great furor 
arose and he was tried for impietl".2l 
Again the famous atheist,Diagoras,was allowed to sal" 
what he pleased about the gods, their origins, and morals, but 
... __ ......... -
19 Phaedrus 229. 
20 Cr. Fairbanks, 328: ·So long a8 philosophl" neglected re-
ligion, it had aroused little or no opposition; when its I 
followers arral"ed themselves against relig1on, thel" met the 
penaltl" of arral"ing themselves against the State." 
21 In memorl" ot his valor at Marathon, be was acquitted before 
the Council of tbe Areopagus. So Heracleides Pontins, 
quoted bl" Eustratlus, a late Christian writer. Given in 
EnCIC10Raedia Brittanica 1.260, wlth the apparent approval 
ot .si SWiCK. Haigh aiso accepts it: ·Such is the earliest 
version ot the storl", and there seems to be no suffioient 
reason to doubt its authenticitl".- (Tragic Dr~a, 50.) 
Aristotle aeems to refer to the tria!:· ••• or that he did 
not know that thel" were forbidden as Aeschylus did in the 
case of the mysteries.- (Ethic. Nicom. 3.2.) 
when he began to speak against the temples and the testfvals 
be was quickly prosecuted tor impiety.22 
30 
Much is made ot the taot that Anaxagoras was exiled tor 
,aying that the sun was not a god, apparently reserving that 
.. ", 
name for the !2!! only. However, we know nothing else about 
the nature or the truth ot the oharge. It i8 quite likely that 
tbere was something else behind it •. X,nophanes had denied 
just as much without any harm. The attaok on ADaxagoras may 
well have been one more way of attacking his patron and friend, 
Pericles. 
We are told that Crltias had actually written a play in 
which he desoribes the tales about the gods as inventions ot 
statecraft to make the people obey the laws of the State. 23 Yet 
there is no record ot his being troubled on this aocount. 24 
Greek religion, then, left plenty ot room for picking 
and choosing one's beliets, and did not abhor a critical scru-
tiny ot traditional mythology. Very probably these examinations 
ot myths were rather popular than the OPPOSite among the Greeks 
who were notoriously ever looking tor something new and never 
-.... _----_ .. 
22 ct. speech against Andocldes preserved among works ot Lysia., 
6.17. 
23 Frank Byron Jevons, A History ot Greek Literature frOB the 
Earlieat Period to the neath o~emoathenes. ohar~--­
§crlbDer's Sons,-Wew-rori, 18~, 233. 
24 Another oase in point is tne tamous incident ot the mutila-
tion ot the Hermes. It waa made so much ot because the 
mutilation was thought to be bound up with the protanation 
of the mysteries and direoted towards the overthrow ot the 
democracy. 
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t11'ed of ask1ng quest1ons. Even the most orthodox of Greek 
.riters never hesitated to express bluntly their d1sbeliet in 
certain legends. It was only natural, ot course, that the citi-
zens in the State worsh1p should begin to picture the gods as 
they were descr1bed in legend, but thet believed that all the 
desoriptions and details about the gods had been given to them 
by Heslod and Homer,25 
open to 1mprovement. 
and consequently consIdered them ever 
.. 
The early IonlanphI1osophers no doubt consIdered them-
selves quite orthodox 1n the1r questioning. They marked no 
sudden and complete break w1th tradition, but were merely 
carrying on in the typ1cal Greek way. As Hack says ot Thalea: 
It 1s qu1t. true that. Thalea was 
a philosopher and a sc1entist; it 
1s equally true that he was a theo-
log1an. Under the influence ot 
modern prepossessions, we hab1tually 
regard theae three vooations as dis-
tinct and to a cons1derable extent 
mutually exclusive; but they were 
combined·in Thales as well as in 
most ot hi. successors, and unless 
.e realiae that tact the subsequent 
development ot Greek thon2ht tends 
to become unlntel11g1"1 •• 26 
Xenophanes ot Colophon, so tar as we know, was never 
prosecuted tor impiety; but he is certainly severe on the re-
_ .. _--.-----
25 They were in error, however, according to Nilsson, 43 et 
lasslm. -
26 0y k. Rack, God in Greek Ph11osophy: ~o the T1*e ot So-
crates. Pr1nceton Univers1ty Press (For-tne univerSIty--
or Cinoinnati), Pr1nceton, 1931, 39. 
I 
presentations ot the god8 by Homer and Hesiod. Fragment.,l in 
the edition ot Edaonds reads: 
And I praiae tne man who, wben be 
hatb drunken 8ho.eth that he hath a 
good memory, and hath. striven well 
in pursuit ot. Virtue; he marshal. 
not battle ot Titans, nOl',ot Giants, 
nor yet ot Centaurs, table8 ot 
them ot old, nay nor ot vehement 
disoords; these things are of no 
worth; what is good is ever to 
have respeot unto the god,.27 
32 
Sim1larly Herao1itus, perhaps the greate&ot the Ionian 
ph1losophers, never hes1tated to assail popular ideas about 
the gods and their anthropoaorphis •• 
The credulous and religious-minded Herodotus shows ex-
traordinar7 signs ot what moderns would call "rationalismft28 
1n dealing with legends. The Vale ot Tempe, he sa78, is not the 
work ot Poseidon; it is tbe work ot &R earthquake. 29 His ex-
------- .. _-
27 J.M.Edmonds, Ei;gI and Iambu.s, 2 vols. Willlam Heinemann ... 
Ltd., London, , vol. 1, 193. 
28 Most moderns who are styled -rationalists- represent an 
-attltude ot negatlve crlticism that has no posltlve con-
tent and confines ltself to criticislng and ~estioning an7 
doctrine or theory which. transcends the limits ot every-
da7 experlence.- True ratlonalism or intellectual18m, by 
whlch the genuine Western culture la distinguished troll. 
ancient Orientall8m and modern Western heresles is a qu1te 
dltterent thing. "It ma7 be detined aa a beliet in the 
supremao7 ot reaaon; the conviction that the human mind is 
capable ot understanding the world and consequently that 
reality is itself lntelllg1ble and in a manner rational. Thia 
posltlve rationallam had its orlg1n 1n anoi.ent Greece and 
was, ln tact, the peoul1ar oraation ot the Greek genius. • • 
• - Christopher Dawson, Enfuiries into Rellg10n and. Culture. 
Sheed and Ward, Ne ... York,OS3, 14Y;-- ---
29 Herodotus, vi1, 129. 
planatlon ot the tale about the dove. with human voices .. t 
the oracle ot Dodona is more sceptioal and rationalistic than 
anything in Euripide •• 30 And he scouts as inoredible the stories 
of Heracles in Eg1Pt. 31 
Even more surprising to one who £hinks in terms ot modern 
relig10us ideas 1s the criticism of Pindar ot whom Adam justlJ 
remarks: 
.. 
With the exception, perhaps, of 
Sophocles, 1t --7 be doubted whether 
there 1s any other Greek poet, the 
spirit ot whose writings is more 
essentially relig1ous. In part, 
no doubt, this d1stlnctlve peouli-
arlt7 ot Pindar's odes 18 due to the 
oocaslon wh1ch they celebrate. 32 
Yet this very P1ndar writes thus ot the teast ot Tantalus: 
... ----.... _--
In truth it is seemlJ tor man to saJ 
ot tbe gods nothing ignoble; tor so 
he giveth le8s cause tor blame. Son 
of Tantalus l I wl11 tell of thee a 
tale tar other than that ot earller 
bards •••• and when thou wast seen 
no aore, and, in spite ot many a 
quest, men brought thee not to thy 
mother, anon some envious nelgh-
bours secret ely devised the story 
that with a knit. they olave thy 
.limbs asunder, and plunged them into 
water whioh tire had caused to boil, 
and at the table~, during the latest 
oourse, divided the morsels of th, 
tlesh and teas ted • 
. Far be 1 t trom me to call an7 
30 Ibid., i1, 55-57. 
31 toIQ., 11, 45. 
32 James Adam, The Re11tiOUS Teaoher. of Greeoe, ~e1ng Giftord 
Lectures on lit'ur81 ellgion. 15ell verid a£ IberQi'iii'; T. and 
T. clark,:!dlDbUrg, 1023, 1!5. 
I 
one ot the blessed gods a canni-
bal J I stand aloot. 33 .' 
It is interesting to compare this wIth the supposedly 
,hOCking passage trom the Iphigeneia !! Tauris in which Eurip-
1de. criticizes the aame legen4. 34 
.', 
Nor is the passage quoted the only attack of Pindar on 
popular .tories about the gods. We read also: 
For many a tale hath been .. told in 
many a way. • •• Thus, even in 
days of old, there was malignant 
misrepresentation, walking in the 
ways ot 4ratt7 language, imagini~ 
deceit, mischief-making calumny.35 
And in the aame vein: 
Wonders are rite indeed; and as for 
the tale that is told among mortals, 
transgressing the language ot truth, 
it may haply be that stories deftly 
deoked with glittering lles lead 
them astray_ But the Grace of 8ong, 
that maketh tor aan all things that 
soothe him, by adding her spell, full 
otten causeth even what is past be-
liet to be indeed belleved. 36 
But it may be objected that such criticisms and doubts 
were not paraded betore the people at a religious festival as 
were the tragedies ot Euripides. Let us see, therefore, what 
attitude Aeschylus and Sophocles took towards the gods ot the 
legends. 
----_ ...... --
33 OlymSian Odes I, 35-55. (Translation trom Sir John Sandys, 
Th~de8 ~indar. William Heinemann, London, 1927.) 
34 C?:" 'ili'Fa'p. 6. 
35 Ne.ean Odes VIII, 20, 32-33. 
36 Oll!P1&n ~ I, 28-29. 
I 
The religious position ot Aeschylus is its.1! something 
of a probl .. , but there are a number of passages which caus. 
one to wonder if he was truly the great theologian ot the popu-
lar religion as he is sometimes said to have been. In taot 
Gilbert Murray thinks him unorthodox aftd obnoxious to the 
orthodox part7, the -precursor ot the sophistic movement, as 
Euripides is the outcome of it.-
.. 
Not to speak ot the Prom.theus, 
which is certainly subversive, though 
in detail ·hard to interpret, the man 
who speaks of the cr7 or the robbed 
birds being heard by -some Apollo, 
some Pan or Zeus- (Aa. 55); who 
prays to "Zeus, whoeTer he be" (160); 
who avows -there i8 no power I can 
tind, though I sink m1 plummet through 
all being, except only Zeus, it I 
would in very truth cast ott this 
a1ml.ss burden at my heart"--is a 
long way trom Pindaric pOlythei~.37 
Even the conventional and religious Sophocles has lett 
a number of critical observations about the gods that are 
seldom given the attention they deserve. Philootetes becomes 
pretty cynical about the gods, and the young hero Neoptolemus 
does not contradiot him. 
---..... _----
No evil thing has been known to 
perish; no, the gods take tender 
care 01 such, and bave a strange joy in turning back trom. Hades all 
things villianous and knavish, 
while they are ever 8ending the just and the good out at lite. 
37 Murray, Ancient Greek Literature, 223-224. Euripides is, in-




How am I to deem of the.e things, .' 
or wherein shall I praIse them, when, 
pra1s1ng the ways of the godsL I find that the gods are evil?3H 
When the audienoe of the Traohin1ae bave been thoroughly 
moved at the terrible sufferIngs of Heroaelesl the play oomes 
to an end wIth the bItter words ot Hyllus rInging 1n their ears: 
Lift himl tollowersl And grant me tull forgiveness for this I but. mark the 
great cruelty ot the gods~ the deeds 
that are being done. They beget 
childrenl they are hailed as tathers l 
and yet they can look upon such 
sutferings. I 
No man toresees the future; but 
the present is fraught with mourn-
ing tor us I and Wi th shame tor the 
powers above, and verily with an-
guish beyond compare for him who 
endures this doaa. 39 
What is our conclusion from thIs necessarily brief sur-
vey of pertinent texts in the writings ot Greek philosophers l 
historians, poeta l and dramatists who represent for us tradi- ~ 
tional Greek attitudes toward religionl or what we generally 
oall Greek -orthodoxy-' We may concludel first l that we are 
correot in saying that our modern notion ot orthodoxy 1s not I 
the same as that of the Greeks. Secondly, we conclude that 1t 
would be indeed disingenuous to condemn Eu.rIpides l on the 
strength of occasional expressions in his plays ot doubt in the 
--... __ .. _--
38 Sophooles, Philoctetes '46-452. (TranslatioD from R.C.Jebb, 
SOihocles: The Pials and Fraf!enta. 2nd edition. Univer-
s1 y press,-o-amSr1ge;-IS98. 
39 Traohin1ae 1264-1274. 
37 
providence ot god, or criticism or disbelief in the dr~tic 
legends, as a rebel against tradition and an opponent of tile 
religion of his fellow-citizens. His audience had heard from 
the most orthodox of Greek writers frank disapproval ot e1e-
.• "", 
ments in their religion; they would not, then, have been 
scandalized and bave raised the cry of ·unorthoxy· when they 
heard similar expressions from Euripides • 
.. 
One last pitfall of considerable danger the critic must 
be warned against when approaching the gods of Euripides. There 
is a1waY8 danger in qQestions of this kind that we read into 
ancient times our own ideas ot the divine. For people today, 
even tor those who think that they have cast ott tile influenoe 
ot Christianity, the very conoept ot polytheism 8eems absurd. 
We tend to think that no edueatea man ot the time ot Euripides 
could have believed that:. there actuall,. were such gods as 
Apollo, Athena, Hermes, and therest, even prescinding trom the 
obviously talse myths dealing with them. And a scholar ot 
Gilbert Murray's reputat10n has lent support to this preposses-
sion by teaching in his well-known !!!! Stages !! Greek !!-
ligion that the best ot the Greeks d1d arrive at monotheism. 
It this is true, it tollows that we ought to assume from the 
beginning that Euripides, too, baa abandoned polytheism, and 
consequently was c16ar1y an enemy of the State religion. How-




An educated man 11ke Herodotus, for example, glv"s re-
peated Indioations in his Histoty of a beliet 1n the existence 
o! a plurality of dlvlne belngs, called as they were by various 
names. Xenophon, too, appears to have had a simple faith In 
.. , 
many of the gods traditionally worshlpped by the State. Though, 
as we have seen, Socrates was qulte indlfferent about mythol-
ogy, he dld advise Xenophon to consul\ the Delphlc oracle on 
the wisdom of golng on the expedltion with Cyrus. Plato with 
all his sublimity never reaohed the Christian concept of the 
Divinity, and appears to have believed that even the sun was 
a god of some sort. Fdthe~~, he takes Apollo as the patron of 
his city. In the Timaeus he perhapa rises to his highest con-
ception of god; yet even the god ot the Timaeus haa rivals in 
the intelllglble world ot the Ideas and does not dltter es-
sentially trom the divlne stars, the dlvine world he makes, 
and the whole complexus of Platonic gods. 
But Aristotle at least surely shook ott the traditional 
polythelsm. What indeed could be closer to the monotheism ot 
St. Thomas than his famous description ot the "thought of 
thought,· the -unmoved mover,· and the rest?40 
Betore we answer too readily in the affirmative, 1t w1ll 
be wise to glance at a text tram the Metaphysics. He first 
reviews briefly wha t he has said betore in the Physics: 
It is clear, then, from what has 
--.... -.. -~--
40 PhysiCS vIii, 6. 
I 
been said, that there 18 a sub- .' 
stance which is eternal and immovable, 
and separate from sensible things. 
It has been shown also that this 
substance cannot have an,. magnitude 
• • • it is impassive and unalter-
able. • • • 
Then at once adds, and this sentence Hannot be overlooked: 
We must not ignore the question 
whether we have to suppose one such 
substance or more than one, and, 
if the latter, how many?4l 
39 
And he then carefull,. calculates whether there should be forty-
nine or even fitt,.-five other movers, all separate, impassive, 
and eternal,--in other words, all gods. As Roland-Gosselin 
remarks, H. • • in spite of the supremacy ot the first Thought, 
the mind ot the Philosopher is still profoundl,. impregnated 
with polytheism. P42 
Even more surprising, we have evidence that Aristotle 
left instructions in his will that an image ot bis mother ~ 
should be consecrated to Demeter, and that further, 1n order 
to tulfill a vow that he had made to the gods, a marble statue 
should be erected at Stagira to Zeus Soter, and another one I 
to Athena Sote1ra. 43 A man who does not believe in the gods 
is not likel,. to leave instructions in his will to honor them. 
In criticism of Professor Murray's tenet ot monotheism, 
----_.-.----
41 MetaPh~sie8 xi1, 7-8. 
42 1.-D.olaDd-Gosselin, Aristote. Paris, 1928, 97. 
43 ct. Etienne Gilson, The Si1r1t ot Mediaeval Philosophl. 
Charles Soribner'. Sons, ew YorK, 1936, 45. 
40 
it w111 auttlce perhaps to quote the answer given by tn. eml-
nent authorlty, Etlenne Gllson: wAs to the supposed monothelsm 
ot the Greeks ••• we may 8ay shortly that lt never exiated. w44 
And he sums up the evidenoe on the subject thus: 
It ls clear trom the avld_nce that 
flrst comes to hand that if the 
Greek poets and thinkers waged 
a successful warfare against an-
thropomorphism ln na tural theologJ", 
they never succeeded in e1imlnatlng, 
and hardly even dreamt of el1m1nating, 
polytheism. Xenophon teaches the 
existenoe of a great god, but that 
merely means a supreme god among 
gods and men. Ne1ther Empedocles 
nor Philolau8 went any further, 
and a8 for Plutarch, it i8 well 
known that the plura11ty of gods 
was one of his dogmas. Never, it 
seems, did Greek thought rlse hlgher 
than this; for lt falled to do 80 
even ln the natural theologles of 
Plato and Aristotle.45 
When we approach, therefore, the gods of Eurlpldes, we 
have no rlght to presuppose that the poet himself dld not 
belleve ln them; and we shall attempt to show ln succeedlng 
chapters that ne1ther from external nor internal testlmony of 
his work do we ha.e any real ev1dence to the contrary. The 
more 10g1cal conclus1on, tn fact, 8eems to be that he d1d be-
lieve 1n the trad1t10nal gods of the state. This doe8 not mean, 
of course, that Eurip1des necessarily be11eved in the histor1-
cal truth of the story he tells, for example, ln the ~. As 
.-....... -----. 
44 Ibid., 430. 
45 IDra., 43-44. 
I 
41 
we shall see, it is more probable that he invented the~torJ, 
and thus, obviously, could not take it tor tact. But it seams 
that he did believe in what we may oall the artistic truth ot 
his material; that is, he intended to tell a story in which 
.', the goda were to be real persons and were to be acoepted as 
luch in the story, in which there .ould be nothing intrinsic-
ally repugnant, which was not in conflict with taats but 
.. 
would suggeat a posslble explanation tor certain tacts, which 
was justified bJ a vague and confused tradition, and which 
would in any case help the Ionians to appreciate their unity 
and the Athenians their glory- Perhaps we could campare his 
attitude to that of a modern who writes semi-historical novels. 
The modern author doe8 not vouch tor the veracity ot the in-
cidents reported, and is primarily interested in writing a 
good novel. But the story is told with a background ot bis-
tory both to make it more interesting and as a means ot mak-
ing more vivid the times about which it deala. SQ, as .e 
shall try to demonstrate later, Eur1pides does in the Ion. 46 
-
--..... -----~ 47 We reter here particularly to the Ion because it is the 





TESTIMONY OF EXTERNAL EVIDENCE 
The questIon of an author's orthodoxy must be answered 
.. ", 
ultimately--in so· far as it can be answered at all--by a care-
ful investigation of his writings. They are hi .• own expression 
of what he thought and felt. Yet experience has shown how 
various are the def1nitions of a writer's personal views that 
oan be deduced from his works. When the author is a dramatist 
who never speaks in his own person. a conclusive interpretation 
becomes much more difficult. A critic is accordlnglr forced 
to look for evidence outside the plars that may afford him a 
directive norm for his interpretation. 
In our attempt. therefore. to &nswer the question that 
we have proposed to ourselves. we must first examine the ex- ~ 
ternal evidence that bears on the religious attitude ot Eu-
ripides. We tee 1 that a careful examination of this kind is 
the more necessarr because it appears that critics not in-
frequently have been misled by false impressions as to the 
nature of this evidence. Contusion and. Dlystificatl on have 
been the consequence. Professor Murray. tor example. on the 
basis of certain assumptions. fInds himself at a los* in in-
terpreting certain features of Euripides' dramas: 
When it rperipeteia7 is done by a 
man notoElous tor his bold religious 
42 
I 
speculation, a reputed atheist, and 
no seeker after popularity, then it 
becames a problem. Let anyone who 
does not feel the difficulty, read 
the Orestes. l 
.' 
Dr. Verrall, also, found the same diffioulty, and at-
tempted his amazing solution that has ~ad a most regrettable 
influence on subsequent scholars. Assuming that Euripides 
was in fact notorious for his religious views and a reputed. 
• 
atheist with no interest in popularity, we must agree that 
there is a real and perhaps insoluble problem. We hope, how-
ever, to show that the assumptions are not true to tact, or 
are at least but doubtful. 
The external e.idenoe in our caae may be divided into 
two kinds: the reputation ot Euripides as revealed by con-
temporary writers, and his relations with significant phases 
of the life about h~. 
43 
We shall consider first the te.ttmoBY ot a eontemporary 
which has apparently molded muoh of Euripidean criticism,--
the teatimony of the comio poet, Aristophanes. It is to him 
that most of the unfavorable legends can be traced; it was 
fram his plays that most of the dislike of scholars of the 
early nineteen~ century was drawn. 2 
-----_ ...... 
1 Gilbert Murray, A Histor! ot Ancient Greek Trag_dl. D. Apple-
ton and 00., Hew-York, 1 9~ 268. 
2 ot. Gilbert Murray, Euritides and His !ge. Williams and Nor-
gate, London, no date, :2 : wxnQ"'ie'l'In , oddly enough, that 
most ot the anecdotes about Euripides in Satyrus are simply 
the jokes of comedy treated as historioal fact." 
Also Reginald B. Appleton, Euripides the Idealist. J.M. 
I 
One critic ot the time put it in this fashion: 
When he began to study tragedy, he 
shut himselt up in a cave, wild and 
horrid, and sequestered tro. t he 
world, in the island at Salamis: 
he is charged with having a pro-
fessed antipathy to wome~~ and 
every teature both of nature and 
education, as now described, is dis-
coverable in his writings: his 
statements breathe the air of the 
schools, his images are frequent17 
vulgar, and his famale chiracters 
of an unfavorable cast: he is 
carping, sour, and disputatious: 
and though be carried away only tive 
prizes out ot sevent7-tive plays, 
he is still indignant, proud, and 
selt-asSWDing: his life was full 
of contention and his death of hor-




More recent scholarship has modified greatly this view; 
but Aristophanes and the early biographers who followed his 
lead remain the cbief witnesses to Euripides' atheiam, un-
popularit,., and unsocialness. We submit that the testimon7 
of the comic poet is of no real value in our discussion. 
In the first place, Aristophanea was a poet and a drama-
tist, and ,further ,a comedian ot a peculiarly free and riotous 
-._ ... -.. _--
Dent and Sons Etd., London, 1927, 27: -1 think there is no 
disputing the tact that the comparative unpopularity ot 
Euripides, until recent 7ears, has been due, to a degree 
greater than is usuall,. recogniz~ to some such uncon-
soious bias occasioned b7 th. ridicule of Aristopnanes." 
3 From Cumberland's Observer, quoted by J.R.Major, A Guide 
to the Readi~ of the Greek Tragedians; Bein~ a serIes ot 
IrtICIes on e~riii Drama, ~reek letres, and-Canons or-
drltIcIsm:- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, !a44,-g1. 
I 
style; hence, we should scarcely expeot him to be relia~le 
as an historian, biographer, or literary critic. And this 
45 
! Rriori judgment is confirmed by the studies ot a wall-known 
soholar, who says: 
~ Aristophanes is a poet ot ideas, not 
ot psychologr. There i8 little char-
aoter-a.awing throughout his work: 
his invented people are ordinary, 
though they move in tanta,tic sur-
roundings. What ot his tfiistorical 
characterst--his presentation ot 
distinguished real persons--Cleon, 
Socrates,'Lamachus, Euripides? We 
know trom other sources something 
about all these, and conclude that 
the poet is wi1d17 burlesquing thaM.4 
As an example ot the comedian's recklessness with tacts 
may be cited his taunts about Euripides' family and marriages. 
Critics today are in agreement that the very opposite is true. 
Similarly, the ridicule poured upon the language ot Euripides 
in the Frogs tor Its commonplaoeness cannot be taken too liter~ 
a11y as representing the opinIon ot the anoients. On the OaD-
trary, ArIstotle praises Euripides tor the fineness ot his 
language: 
~------~.-
The same iambic, tor instance, is tound 
in Aeschylus and Euripides, and as 
it stands in the tormer, it is a poor 
line; whereas Euripides, by the change 
ot a single word, the 8ubstitution ot 
4 Gilbert Norwood, The Writers of Greece. Oxford University 
Press, London, 19~ ~2. 
I 
a strange for what is by usuage the 
ordinary word~ has made it seem a 
fine one. 5 
.' 
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Secondly, we know tram the surviving plays themselves 
that Aristophanes was not adhering strictly to facts when he 
", 
repeatedly accused Euripides ot being a hater of women. 
They oalled him a hater of women; 
and Aristophanes makes the women ot 
Athens conspire for revenge against 
him. Of course he was re«11y the 
reverse. He loved and studied 
and expressed the women whoa So-
crates ignored and Perioles ad-
vised to stay in their rooma. 6 
Oonsider_ tor instance_ the Medea. 
the wonderful proof that a Greek 
oould sympath1.e with a woman_ a 
bad woman. and--strangest of all--
a barbarian. 7 
Finally .e have What would seem to be a clinching argu-
ment in the close parallel between Aristophanes' attaok on So-
crates in the Olouds and his attack on Euripides. No one toda~ 
receives seriously the portrait of Socrates in the play named, 
simply because Soorates was fortunate enough to have had vin-
dicators of the genius of Plato and Xenophon. Euripides was I 
not thus fortunate. It is a strange fact indeed that Euripides 
is considered an atheist on the strength ot the ~lnes in the 
FroSs: 
Di. (to Eur.) Now put on incense. you. 
-- ...... __ ........ 
5 Aristol., Poetics, l458b.20. Translation from W.D.Ross (edi-
tor), The Worki of Aristotle Translated ~ EngliSh. Olaren-
don Priii_ OXtorQ; 1924. 
Eu •. Excuse me, no; .' 
My vows are paid to other gods 
than these. 
Di. Wha t, a new coinage of your own? 
Eu. Precisely. 
Di. Pray then to them, those private 
gods of yours. 
ED. Ether, my pasture, volubly-roll-
ing tongue, Intelligent wit and 
critic nostrils keen, 0 well and 
neatly may I trounoe his playslS 
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But Socrates we do not consideredanatheist although the 11nes 
------. 
in the Clouds are a remarkably close parallel: 
St. Name your own price, by all 
the gods I'll pay it. 
So. The Gods 1 why you must know 
the Gods with us Dont pass 
tor current coln. • • • 
Came, would you llke to learn 
celestlal matters. How their 
truth stands! 
St. Yes, if there's any truth •••• 
So. Old man sit you still, and attend 
to ~ will, and hearken in peace 
to my prayer, 
a Kaster and King, holding earth 
ln your swing, 0 measureless 
infinite Air; 
And thou glowing Ether, and 
Olouds who enwreathe her with 
thunder and 11ghtning, and storms, 
Arise ye and shine, bring Ladies 
Dlvine~ to your student in bodily 
forms.~ 
By the end ot the play, Strepdiades has learned hi. les-
_ .. __ .. .-.... _-
6 Murray, Ancient Greek Tra~edy, 262-263. 
7 J.T.Sheppard, nreek 'rage y~niversity Press, Oambridge, 
1911, 146. 
8 Aristophanes, Frogs 888-894. (Translation trom Benjamin Biok-
ley Rogers, Ar18t0Jtanes with an !nS1ish Translation. 3 vols. 
William Heinemann, . ondon;-IO'38. ~ 
9 miouds 245-266. . 
I 
son .ell: 
Pa. You 'scape me not, b~ Mighty Zeus, 
and all the Gods' 
st. I wonderfully l1ke the Gods; 
An oath by Zeus is sport to 
knowing on.s.lO 
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And tinally, to conclude our rea~ons tar retusing to 
take seriously the detamation ot Euripides by Aristophanes, we 
quote here the very convincing remarks.ot Mr. R.B.Appleton 
• 
on the point: 
-_ ...... -----
In order to appreciate this, contrast 
what we now think ot Socrates with 
what we might have thought had Plato 
never vi tten. What an unedifying 
picture we should have tormedl--a 
man actually put to death by the 
Athenians tor impiety, the corrupter 
of Athenian youth, a trequenter of 
brothels,ll casu1st l 12 bigam1st,l3 
cynic,l4 Sodom1te,lo ot violent 
sexual passions and general temper16--
could a less engaging picture pos-
sibly be imagined? Certainly we 
should not recognise the Soorate. 
whom we know from Plato, and should 
have good grounds tor believing 
that Aristophanes was justitied in 
his attaok. Yet such is the per-
versity ot human nature that .e 
regard this attack, supported as it 
is by other evidence, as absolutely 
unfounded, but give credence to the 
same Ari8tophanes when he similar17 
10 Ibid., 1239-1241. 
l~ Xenophon, Memorabilia iii, 2. 
1 Aristophanes, 01ouds245-266. 
3 Diog. Laert., II.v.lO. t4 Lucian, Vera Historia ii. 19. 
5 Ibid., I!7i7l6. 
16 iUiIler, Frag. !!!!. Graec., ii, 280. 
I 
attaoks a poet whom we know from other .' 
evidence to have been held in almost 
universal honour by the whole ot an-
tiquity,17 
Whatever the reason tor Aristoph ..... vioious attaoks 
on Euripides--it ma7 have been keen r~valry and jealousy 
.. , 
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aroused by the suocess of the tragedian at the Laenea festi-
val and his enoroaohment on the tield of comedy--we teel our-
selves justified in refusing to be intiuenoed by it in de01d-
Ing whether or not the religious vie.s ot Euripides .ere or-
thodox. 
The second major source of information condern1ng Eurip-
ides is the ancient "lives." These are strangely various and 
in oertain points certainly talse; yet they are oalled upon 
to support the theory that the playa of the drwaatist ~t 
be considered ~ priori as the work ot a philosophio, unpopu-
lar atheist. These anoient biographies, when used as authorl-~ 
ties tor the characters of the Greek dramatic poets, are I by 
common consent, ot very uncertain rell.bilit1. A soholar who 
was particular17 able to judge of their veracity spoke of them I 
thus: "Biographi Graeoi veteres mendacissimum hominum."lS It 
need hardly be added tha t an7tb1 ng they state must be examined 
very critically. 
---~---.. ---17 Appleton, 33. 
18 Dlndort, as quoted in an artiole by L.C.St.A.Lewis in J.U. 
Powell and E.A.Barber, New Ohapters in the Historl ot Greek 
Poetrl" and. Prose of the"i'Ourtnand FoilO\iIng Centuries B.d. 
Olarendon Preas, OXford, 1921, 'Iii. - -
The next step is to seek Euripides' opinions on t~adi­
tional religion in the light of his oircumstanoes. Here it 
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1s important to keep ~ mind that Greek tragedy, utterly un-
like drama 1n modern times, was a distinotly religious thIng. 19 
It was an aot ot worship ot the State~eligion_ The actors 
were looked upon as ministers of the gods. Even when the old 
religion had lost muoh of its vigor, the -hol.y artlf20 re-
.. 
tained its unique position. The Athenian aotors' guild was 
granted the unusual. privilege ot exemption trom military ser-
vice, and its mambers were declared by an inter-state con-
vention tree from capture in war. 2l Even the speotators shared 
in the sacredness of the oeremonies. 22 
Now if Euripides was a notorious atheist and deliberately 
intended to destroy tne State religion, it seems incredible 
that the Oommissioners ot that State should have given him a 
chorus and permitted him to produoe his dramas. Dr. Verrall 
and those who think with him explain this difficulty away by 
saying that hI. method of attaok was always by Innuendo and 
implioatlon,23 by shaa prologues and epilogues,24 by mis-
placed emphasis,25 or simply by bungling the mythological 
--_ ....... ---
19 See Roy Oaston Fliokinger, The Greek Theater and Its Drama. 
universltl of Ohloago Pre.s~Icago, 4th edliIOn;-I936, 
119 ft.: Influenoe of Rellglous Origin.· 
20 Plato, Gorgias 502b.l. 
21 Demosthenes gives detalls. See Flickinger, 130. 
22 Ibid., 128. 
23 '(R!'Dert Norwood, Greek Tragedy_ John W.Luoe and 00., Bos-
ton, 1920, 239. 
24 A.W. Verrall, Essays .2!! ~ Plals .2! Euripides, 260. 
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"torie •• 26 But how were the people to grasp the point fir such 
unusual treataent? They--or at least the more intelligent 
among them--would know betorehandwhat to expect from a notor-
iouS tree-thinker and hence would be on the watch for the hid-
den meanings. 27 ... , 
Thi. explanation i. far from aatisfactory. It the draa-
atist's intentIons were known beforehaQd, though only by the 
.. 
aore-enlightened, the difficulty remains ot explainIng why he 
was granted a chorus. ·Por it oannot be supposed that all the 
more intelligent citizens would be in sympathy with an attempt 
to destroy the State gods. Xenophon was a young and surely 
keen-witted Athenian of the time. He was a constant and ter-
vent worshipper of the gOd8. 28 There is no evidence to show 
that he was an exception to the general rule. Plato, too, and 
1t 1s to be supposed, those .ho were influenoed by him, se~s 
.. 
Sincerely and seriously to have 8upperted the State religion. 29 
Nor can it be urged that Plato'. interests lay in a field 80 
distant from tragedy that he did not eomprehend the peculiar 
2S-;;;;;-iades and John Harvey McLean, !!! Plays !! Euripides: 
26 The Dial Pre.8, He. York, 1936, xiii. 
2 Ibid., xiv. 
'7 A.W.Verrall, Euripedes the Rationalist: A Stug1 in the His-~911 ot Art and Religion:- university Press, ambridge,---
,85-ei Frss1m. . . 
28 '!'he wholesprlt ot the Anabasis shows this clearly. In 
the Orropaedeia (1 •• i.44-46) he insista that the chier or 
all things is the rear ot the gods. 
I 
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diSPositIon of~1pid.s. The fact 18 that he shoyodbo1J8 a aaep 
knowledge of tnlirama and a wide acquaintance wi t):{;.r.:1 th the trag-
edians, and w1Uuripides especially whom he quot.~ootes more fre-
quently than hll~es either Aeschylus or Sophocles.8~s. Surely 
JDen such as Plall would have been intellig'ht enou8!101Dugh to grasp 
Euripides' Intll110ns and interested enough to haveT_v. seen that 
the State ()tt1~!118 knew ot them. 
.. 
Supposl~,~o ... ever, that permission were gram ... anted to pro-
duce the plaY8 .. '~uld the Athenian people have allo1.D.lowed them! 
The "great paCllt the orthodox and the vulgar, .30 0E:50 which i8 
referred to w1tndisdain by the critics, is sometiml:Jtimes not 80 
obtuse as 18 aUllOsed. '!'he Athenian "pack" displa~ .. .D.ayed remark-
able powers. I,l. Butcher saY8: 
BlIL tine and trained instinct tor 
l"age was the very condition which Lioh 
.Iit possible tor the average Ath- .~-
enilll, .. unversed in books, to become .. 
a lipable critic even of the higher 
29-i;-;;;" opIJ11G, the tenth book of the Laws removo_oves all 
doubt on t11lllore. Of. also J. P. Mahal'l"Y: Soci.loial Life in 
Greece frmnilller to Meander. Macmillan and 00 ••. 0., Li'ir.; tin-
don, lSi2"S';-!lr"'Tlii fiiiportant point • • • is tt1t this, that all 
through Grd~istory scepticism never made way {&ly among the 
majority eVllot' educated people, but was mere1xlely the priv-
ilege or pallot' small circles of philosophers a e and their 
tollowers. ~I Sophists indeed attempted to tr.'l~ranstuse this 
mental att1t~l, by means ot eduoation, into thel1;he pub11c 
mind, but thuoberer portion ot the nation vehenehemently and 
successfullpesisted them." 
30 Murray, as IUlted by Arthur S. Way .. Euripides wl1 .. with an 
EnfliSh !rujltion. G.P.fu,tnam 'a Sona, "O!o. -W • -voI.-r_ 
In· roductlonfr. 
I 
poetry. Add to this a marvelous 
alertness of mind, a power of catch-
ing a point or seeing an allusion, 
which is vouched for by the most var-
ious testimony, and which justified 
Damosthenes in declaring: 'No people 
i8 so quisi at taking a apeaker'. 




fhe extremely subtile and varied satire ot Aristophenes, ca11-
1ng as it did for a broad knowledge and appreciation ot the 
tragedies, and a great quickness of perbeptlon, was immensely 
popular with the ordinary people. It seems, therefore, highly 
improbable that this same people would not have disoovered the 
hidden meanings ot Euripides--it there were any. 
It is pOSSible, as has been suggested, that Euripides 
wrote some at least ot his plays to be read, Dot staged. In 
that case it would have been absurd tor him to take pains to 
disguise his real meaning. 
It may be well to consider here the testimony of the two ~ 
ost reliable authorities ot the times. Plato and Aristotle 
neither comedians nor story-tellers, but earnest thinkers. 
heir testimony, it is true, is chiefly negative but is not I 
ithout value for our purpose. 
Both writers speak of Euripides repeatedly, but there is 
the slightest hint that they looked upon him as radically 
different in spirit and purpose from the other tragedians, or 
as an atheist. If Euripides was a retormer and prophet who 
t 
--~-----1 8.H.Butcher, Harvard Leotures on the Originality of Greece. 
Macmillan Co-, LoDdon, 1920, l~. 
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-would lead his people in the paths of purity and truth~"32 
there is no reason to think so from Plato. He assumes with-
out question that tragedy in his day was concerned with de-
lighting the people and with little or nothing else. 33 There 
is no evldence to show that Plato recognlzed in Euripides, as 
moderns have,34 a fellow reformer and purifier ot the state 
religion. 
.. 
Arlstotle studied and greatly admired Euripides. 35 He 
gives no indication that he admired him tor his innuendoes and 
implications, or for his reforming zeal. Strangely enough, 
Aristotle seems to have had no difficulty in appreciating the 
plays without recourse to a compllcated theory of rellgious 
criticism, though Dr. Verrall states unequivocally that the 
plays taken at their face value "exhiblt the same crying in-
congruity between promise and execution, the same inexplicable 
carelessness of development, the same futllity in the termina-
tion, in short the same marks ot 'the botoher. ,_36 Professor 
Murray is aghast at Euripides' not seeing -that his deus makes 
-
the whole grand tragedy [orestes] into nonsense. a37 Aristotle's I 
-- ... ---- .. ~.., 
32 Radas and McLean, xiil. ~; Plato, Gorgias 502c.1-4. 
T.R.Glover, Greek ~ays. Unlversity Press, Cambrldge, 
1932, 125. 
35 In the Rhetorica, Aristotle quotes: Andromeda, orestes, 
Medea, Sthenelus, Hecuba, Troad.s, H1ppolIEus, TliyesEes, 
~.le~us, IPt. Taur., lih. lUi., Oenues. 36err~1, Eur pi~the ationalist, 129. 
37 Murray, Ancient Gre"iltTragedl, 2SS. 
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judgement is that his execution is often faulty, but th~ 
~en actually presented on the stage, he is the "most tragic 
oertainly of the dramatists."Sa Shortly afterwards, he even 
holdS htm up as a model in the treatment of legendary data. 39 
~ 
It is interesting to note, too, that Aristotle giTes 
xenophanes and Critias as exemples ot atheists and cr1t1cs of 
rel1g1on and does not mention the 'notorious athe1st,' Eur1p-
1des; and that when HYgiaenon, in h1s law su1t against the 
poet, wanted to convict' him ot tmp1ety, his argument was the 
absurd charge that the l1ne 1n the Bippolytus, "My tongue hath 
~orn: no oath 1s on ~ soul," encouraged perjury.40 A weak 
charge, indeed, to bring against a man who was a notorious 
athe1st. Sophocles has lines more compromising than th1s in 
the OedipuS Coloneus. 
Ar1stotle Quotes this example to explain.hat course to 
take when one's adversary in court br1ngs up a po1nt ~ ~ 
~ already decided. We infer that Euripides had been tr1ed 
for imp1ety and acqu1tted. The inference iscont1r.med by 
Satyrus. 41 ~he tact of the tr1al proves nothing. For 1t was 
Cleon who prosecuted him and, as Lewis remarks, this "ia not 
so incredible aa it ae .. s at first sight, considering the lev-
1ty with which such charges were ma4e. w42 Aeschylus, whose 
-~~-------~g Aristotle, Poetics 1453&.24. 
Ibid., 1456&.17. 
40 Irritotle, Rhetorica 1416&.38. 
:~ Accord1ng to te.!., 150. 
Loc. cit. 
I 
orthodoxy is not generally questioned, was tried tor im~ 
p1ety;43 Socrates, who bel1eved 1n the gods, was actually 
condemned tor 1mpiety. That Eurip1des was vindicated by a 
jury of the Athenian ·orthodox pack- shows that he was not 
", 
thought an athe1st by them and that he was probably not very 
unpopular wi th them. 
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Just what were Eur1pides' relatiins w1th the common 
people of Athens' Was he really unpopular? Aristophane8 and 
some of the later tradit10ns have led many cr1tics to think so, 
and to regard the tact as a proot of h1s heterodoxy_ 
Certain tacts that appear quite certain lead us to be-
11eve that Eur1p1des was very popular w1th the people dur1ng 
h1s 11tet~e_ Plutarch bears witness to the'astounding love 
and admiration ot the Syracusans tor the poet. 44 The t1me re-
ferred to was the year 411, s1x years betore the death ot Eu-
r1p1des. Is it reasonable to suppose that a poet who was de-
sp1sed 10 Athens, the 'arbiter elegant1ae' ot the 1ntellectual 
world, would have won such an enormous tollow1ng 1n tar dis-
tant S1cily' We know, too, that trom his death to the fall of 
Rome, Eur1p1des was un1versally adm1red.45 Why should the 
........... _-_ .. 
43 A.E.Ha1gh, The Trag1c Drama ot the Greeks. Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 192r,-5~. - -
44 Plutarch, Nieias 29. 
45 ct. a.ove, chapter I. It his unpopularity dur1ng h1s 11fe-
t1me was caused by h1s expression ot unorthodox opinions, 
what caused suoh a rad1cal change of sentiment upon bis 
deatht Had the people so completely relaxed the1r ortho-
doxy in a space ot tour or tive years~ Maharfy,~. ~., 
I 
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taste of the Athenians bave undergone so abrupt a chang~ at 
hi' death? It is tar more likel,. that he was popular through-
out his lifetime, and his tavor with the masses is conceded 
even by Aristophanes. 46 
.. , 
What then ot his life ,t seclusion, his withdrawal from 
public life, his hatred of wamen, and his final despairing de-
parture fram Athens? Mr. Lucas seemsio have followed a dis-
torted and exaggerated tradition when be wrote: 
.. -_ ....... - ..... 
Always he'maintained an aloofness, 
eccentric in Athenian eyes, from 
publl'c life--an unsociable hermit, 
lurking now in his library, the 
first ever formed in Athens, bow 
in his study, a sea-cave on the 
isle of Salamis. 47 . 
argue. that -after the fever of the PelopoDnesian war was 
over, when the novelty of the sophists had gone by, when the 
hard and selfish generation of Pericles had passed away, 
there may have been a reaction towards fosltive bellef, and 
towards old-fashioned views.- (p. 371) Take Demosthenes, • 
or the orator Lycurgus, or Hypereides, or even any obscure 
contemporaries who works have been preserved. Do they 
preaoh or suggest sceptical views? Nothing of the sart. All 
of them address throughout an orthodox and even religious 
public ••• admittlng and enforcing a faith in Divine Pro-
vidence, and looking to the gods for help and pardon in 
national ,dangers and transgressions.- (Pi. 367-368) 
Yet the -destructive and sceptical Euripides was 
quite approved of by these orators. Aesohines, for example, 
calls him Ita poet as wise as an,.-; Lycurgus was the author 
of the law ordering an official text of the plays of the 
three great dramatists preclsely 1n order that they could 
not be ch~ed in the regular revivals--in which, inolden-
tirlj; ~ur~ide8 was easily the best received and most often 
played. 
46 YjSs 99. Of. also Edward Oapps, From Homer to Tbeooritus: 
anual of Greek L1terature. Oharles Scribners Sona, 1901, 
'2'37. 
47 Lucaa, 6. 
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It is bard to conceive how a ... who personally directed 
and trained choruses tor eighty-tour or aore tragedies Gould 
have led a secluded and lonely lite. This task in addition 
to the labor ot composing the poetry and music tor the same 
.', dramas would appear to be sufticient explanatlon tor his wlth-
drawal trom public llte. 
The statement has been made that 
Euripides 'lived In a cavi' at 
Salamis, implylng that he was an 
unsociable eccentrlc who became 
a troglodyte. Aulus Gellius's 
absurd adjectlves (xv.20) seem 
to Imply the same thing: 'Phllo-
chorus refert in Insula Salaminia 
speluncam esse taetram et horrldam, 
quam nos vidimus, In qua Eurlpides 
tregoedias scrlptitarit. t This rests 
on a mlsconception. Satyrus's words 
••• (Fr.39, col.lx), and the words 
in the Bioa (Schwartz, Eurlp. Schol. 
~enos, "i:'!:'). • • simply mean that 
e 'litted up' a cave aa a study by 
the seaside, like a summer. bungalow. 48 
In addition, we have the information trom Ar1stotle that 
Euripides did not entirely cut himself ott from public li~e 
or office. He was sent on an embassy to the Syracusans to 
negot1ate peace;49 and there may have been other public func-
tions ot which we bave no record. 
His reputed adverslon to women has no bearlng OD hia 
popularit7 because, aa we have pointed out above, it baa no 
-.. _--_.-_-.. 
48 Lewia, ·Satyrus's Lite ot Euripides,· In !!! Ohapters ~ 
Greek Literature, 149. 
49 Aristotle, Rhetorica 1384b.15; the scholiaat confirms the 
identification ot the Euripides mentioned with the tragedian. 
ot. Ross, ~. ~. 
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foundation in fact. .' 
That Euripides passed bis last tew years away tra.. Athens 
in Macedon and d1ed there seems clear, though the details of 
bis death as given by the early biographies are now generally 
discounted. 50 There 1s no justification for making a martyr 
ot him. picturing him as worn out by the ill-will and hatred 
of his fellow-citizens, and leaving th: c1ty in defeat. Aes-
chylus retired to Sicily shortly before h1s death, and an 
early b1ographer, now held suspect, assigns praot1cally the 
same reasons. 5l If religious differenoes were responsible for 
Euripides f departure, must we not assign the same reason, in 
lieu of any evidenoe to the contrary, for the presence in Mace-
don of Agathon, Ttmotheus. Zeuxis, and perhaps Thucydides?52 
satyrus gives the qu1te unromantic reason that his retirement 
was due to his irritation with the poets Acestor, Dorilaus, 
Morsimus, and Melanthius. 53 
But what of the more important point of his ill-success 
in the oontests? Was that due, as many think, to the peoplefs 
resentment at his heterodoxy? In the first plac., Euripides 
was not nearly so unsuccessful as he 1s generally made out 
to have been. Granted that he secured only five first prizes 
---~~---~-50 Paul Decharme, Euripides and the Stirit of His Dramas. (Translated by James Loeb;r- Macm! ian C07,~06, ii. 
51 Haigh. The TraliC Drama ot the Greeks, 51-52. 
52 Murra7,~lrl 8S arid HiS-Age. 176. 
53 Satyrus's Ll e or luriPIles. Se. Lewis, ~. ~., 150. 
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at the oity Dionysia, he yet took nine firsts at the ~aenea 
lestiva1. In all he won fourteen first places as compared 
_lth twenty-tour tor Sophocles and twenty-nine for Aeschylus. 54 
That record is not bad in view of the tact that Euripides 
~ 
entered the contests rather late in lif. and entered only 
eighty-tour plays as compared with considerably more than a 
buadred by the other two. Besides, as. Haigh points out, a 
second prize or even indeed the granting of a chorus to a play-
wright were in the tlm~ ot EurIpides no mean honors. It must 
not be overlooked that his competitors were numerous and of 
real ability. There was always the great master, Sophocles, 
and a younger poet, Agathon, was well received.55 And there 
were a host ot others, many of whose names we still have. 56 
--~~----~. 54 Capps, 237-238: "Euripides was only moderately successful 
in the c~petitions, his victories at both testivals amount-
ing to titteen, as against the twenty-eight ot Aeschylus ~ 
and the twenty-tour ot Sophocles.-
This is a very interesting and illuminating bit ot in-
formation, not noticed by other authors we have oonsulted. 
We know that towards the end ot the fifth century, tra~io 
contests at the Leneaa had oome to rival those in the city." 
If Euripides made it a practice of producing many of his 
tragedies there, it would help to explain the tragi-comic 
nature of so •• of the plays, and the frequency of the paro-
dies of his plays by the comedians. (Cf. A.E.Haigh, The Attic 
Theatre. 2nd edition. Clarendon Press, Oxford, l898~-'3.) 
Unfortunately, in the passage cited, the author does 
not refer to his sources, but we may accept his testimony 
with considerable assurance. Protessor Capps bad a particu-
larly valid right to speak with authority on this subject. 
Among his greatest scholarly achievements were the recon-
struction of the Catalogue of Victors (see The Decennial 
Publications ot ~ UniversitI !! Chicago. FIrst serIes, 
vol. vi, 190471, and intensIve research in the history o£ 
the Great Dionysia and Leneae £estlvals. 
55 ct. Aristotle, Poetios 1451b.21; l454b.l4; 1456&.18,24,30. 
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Finally, there were many reasons other than religious 
prejudice why a super10r play might not galn the crown. The 
muslc, the actors, the generoslty of the choregus 1n furn1sh-
ing the costumes, and the train1ng ot the chorus were some-
tlmes the determining tactors in a vlC\ory. Bicias boasted 
that he had never lost a contest !! choregus. There 1s an 
early statement to the ettect that Euripides was sometimes un-
.. 
successful because he was neglectful in the training ot his 
choruses. At any rate; we know that the Oedi;es, Rex, Ar1s-
totle's 1deal tragedy, won only second place. In the follow-
lng century, Menander, who ls not consldered to have been hln-
dered by rellg10us spite, won the first prlze only tour times 
out ot a total ot one hundred and e1ght comedles J57 It is 
qulte posslble that an aud1ence may like a play very much, and 
yet be unwIlling to award It flrst place In a dramatlc con-
test. This oase seems to hold particularly with Eur1p1des. 
Porson, no doubt, expressed the f.e11ngs of many when he wrote: 
--- .. _-----
Cautlus agendum est, at difticl11us 
descrl.en subeundum, 8i Sophoclem 
et Eurlpidem inter se camparare 
vellmns. uterque enim propriIs vir-
tutlbus elucet, et al sua vitia 
Euripides habet, quibus alter caret, 
magnis ea bonis redlmit. • • • In-
terea non dlftiteor, majorem me qui-
de. voluptatem ex Euripidla nativa 
venustate et lnattectata simpllcl-
tate perclpere, quam ex magis ela-
56 See Halgh, Trag10 Drama of the Greeks, 405-419. 
57 Butoher, 174. - -
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borata et art1ticiosa Sohoolis se-
dulitate. Hic tortasse .eliores 
tragoedias scripsit; sed ille dul-
ciora poe.mata. Hunc magis probare 
soleDD1s; illum magis amare; hunc 
laudamus; 1llum legimus. 58 
62 
All that we have seen thus tar 1_ bard to reooncile w1th 
the theory that Eur1p1des was an athe1st or at any rate a 
severe crit1c of the popular .bel1efa. Al1 the evldence seems 
to p01nt 1n precisely the other diredtton. W. also have the 
testimony of the anclen~ biographies--not very reliable--that 
the Athenians held the tragedian in great veneration during 
his l1tetime. They beatowed upon him the distinction ot din-
1ng at the publlc table in the Prytaneum, a d1stinction that 
would hardly have been granted to an unpopular and suspected 
man. In fact, they even made the 'notorious athe1st. a pr1est 
ot Apollo of Zoster 1 Immed1ately atter his death, they sent 
an embassy to Macedon to plead that hi. body be returned to 
Athens tor bur1al, and when the1r request waa refused, erected 
a cenotaph to h1s memory on the road between Athens and the 
Pe1raeus. A trad1t1on soon grew up that Eur1pldes was held 1n 
such tavor by the gods that both bis tomb and cenotaph had 
been struck by l1ghtnlng. 59 
As far, then, as the external evldence is concerned, we 
must conclude that Euripides, tar tra. belng a notor1ous athe-
........ _ .... - .. 
58 .On the Style ot Euripides," quoted by Major, ~. c1t.,4-l5. 
59 Vlta ~1pid18 and Plutarch, Llcurgus. ct. Halgh, Trig1c 




.' ,.r tree-thinker, was in all probabilit7 quite orthodox 
public expressions of bis yiews on the State religion. 
not consider ourselyes obliged, therefore, to stud7 
in the sury1ving pla7s ot Euripides with 
.. , 
Rrlorl assumption that his real meaning oan be grasped 
b1 discovering all the subt11e implicationa and innuen-
that lie hidden in the orthodox fr8.l\ework. 
CHAPTER IV 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE !Q! 
It is apparent that we cannot in the brief span of this 
essay attempt anything approaching a complete examination of 
the total work of Euripides. In such circumstances, it is 
most satisfaotory to select one play which by common consent 
is the critical play, the touchstone, in determining the at-
titude of the author. If critics generally agree that a given 
work represents most clearly and certainly the "unorthodox,-
of Euripides, then that is the play to choose for examination. 
For it our analysis proves that the dramatist's religious at-
titude 1n this play wauld have caused no ottense to the sus-
ceptibilities ot an orthodox audience, it follows that we have 
a strong ! fortiori argument that the other plays which are 
not as anti-religious as the one examined would have caused no 
scandal. 
Fortunately, there i8 no difficulty in selecting such a 
play trom among the dramas of Euripides. In the fifty years 
during which scholarly attention has been focused especially 
on the religion of Euripides, one play--the ~--has been easily 
most prominent. It was the novel "rationalization" ot the Ion 
by H.B.L. that initiated the modern trend. l It was the Ion 
......... 




,bat Dr. Verrall selected tor his first endeavor along the 
same line ot interpretatian. 2 Mr. Lucaa calla the ~ "the 
.ost anti-religious" ot the plays.3 Hadas and McLean concur, 
stating: "Nowhere i. Euripides' scepticis. ot current ortho-
doxies more appar~nt than in the ~.;~ And most positive of 
all is Gilbert Norwood: 
The Ion is the one play in.whioh 
Eurip[!ea attacks the OlJm~1an theol-
ogy beyond all conceivable doubt. 
It i8 certain • • • that hi. method 
ot attack is by innuendo and im-
plication. Verrall's theor7 of the 
poet's .ethod is here on absolutely 
unassailable ground. 5 
. .. 
We have. accordingly, selected th1s as the critical play. 
and shall devote this chapter to a thorough analysis ot its 
religious elements. 
Part 1 
A SUlIDlIU'7 ot the Pla., 
Against the imposing background ot the Apolline temple 
at Delphi, Hermes appears on the stage to deliver the custom-
ary Eurlpidean prologue. 6 The play, he says, is about the 
lovel., prinGess, Creusa. only child ot the Athenian hero-king, 
Erechtheus. and descendant ot the earth-born Er1cthon1us. One 
--.-------
2 ct. sir:a pp. 13-14. 
: ~. c ., 6. 
QR. CIt •• 193. 
5 NOrwood. Greek Tragedl, 239. 




da7 as she was gathering tlowers near the Long Clltts, Apbllo 
oame upon her and ravished her. In due time she gave blrth 
to a son. In her shame she secret17 took the child to the cave 
where she had laln with the god, and lett it there to die. 
~ Apollo, however, did Dot desert his son, but bade Hermes carry 
the babe to Delphi. There Hermes lett it on the steps ot the 
temple to be tound and cared tor by the jrlestess ot Apollo. 
Wow lt was the w111 ot Apollo that the boy should be-
come the righttul king ot Athena and the tounder ot a great 
race. So, When the lad had grown to young manhood, the god 
insplred Oreusa and her husband (an allen warrior, Xuthus by 
name, to whom she bad been glvea 1n .• arrlage as a reward tor 
bis asslstance ln war) to ca.e to hls shrine wlth the hope ot 
ending thelr long ehl1dle8sness. The t1me had come tor the boy 
I to take hls place ln the royal house ot Athens. Ion would be 
bis name, and wlth that name on b1s lips, Hermes steps aalde 
to watch the outcome or the divine plan. 
Ion himself then enters and ln an ode of great beauty 
sings ot his service to the temple and to Phoebus. 7 A chorus 
of Oreusa's handmaids sing their admlratlon of the sculptures 
on the walls of the te.mple. 8 Oreusa follows her servants, and 
at sight of the temple breaks into tears. Wben Ion courteously 
inqulres ot her discomfort, she pretends that she would in-
-~-.-~---~ 7 Iidd., 82-183. 
8 I5Il., 184-236. 
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quire of the oracle for the sake of a "friend" who had been 
ravished and deserted by Apol~o. Xuthus, who has delayed to 
consult the neighboring oracle ot Trophonius, enters the shrine 
to ask Phoebus for children. Ion, left alone on the stage, 
expresses dismay at the shocking conduct of the god, and won-
der at his strange interest in Erechtheus f daughter.9 
After a fervent prayer by the chorus to Athena, sister 
of Phoebus, that the line of Erechtheus may not die out and 
that Creusa may not be left barren,lO Ion reenters just as 
Xuthus emerges from the shrine. Xuthus tries to embrace the 
boy but is repulsed with increasing temper by Ion. At last 
Xuthus convinces him that Apollo has deolared that the first 
person he should meet on leaving the oracle would be his son. 
Although he accepts the story of Xuthus, Ion is very reluotant 
to leave his happiness at. Delphi to go to Athens even as heir 
to a throne, and he still mourns for his unknown mother. But 
Xuthu8 brushes aside objections, and goes to prepare a birth-
feast, forbidding the chorus under penalty of death to mention 
to Oreusa what has happened. ll 
In a song of great indignation, disbelief, and rage at 
the supposed dishonor to Creusa and the true Athenian line, 
the chorus determines to tell their queen, and prays that the 
boy will never reach Athens alive. 12 When Creusa and an old 
---~--~~--9 Ibid., 237-461. 
10 !DIQ., 452-509. 
11 Ibid., 510-675. 
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servant enter and hear the news, they are distraught with 
grief and anger. In her sorrow Oreusa tells the old man £or 
the first t1me about the rape of Apollo and the desert10n ot 
her child. They then plot the death of Ion, and the servant 
departs tor the b1rth-feast with po1so~ given him by Oreusa.13 
In a short ode the ChOru8 deplores the disgrace and 
shame of having an allen prince on the .throne of Athens and 
• 
part14ipating in the sacred festlvals of Dlonysus. They ex-
press their hatred for·what they consider the treachery and 
presumption of Xuthus. l4 
At the conclusion of the ode, a servant rushes in and 
announces the frustration of the plot agalnst Ion. He de-
scribes, at the chorus's blddlng, the marvelous beauty of the 
pavilion erected for the feast. He tells how the old servant 
had busied himself in serving the guests until he had the op-
portunity of offering Ion a poisoned cup. Just as Ion was 
about to drlnk, someone spoke an inauspiclous word and the 
temple-trained boy told all to pour out their wlne on the 
ground. Whi~e the cups were being refilled, sacred doves flut-
tered down and drank of the spilled wine. The one that took 
the poison from the cup of Ion screamed and died in convul-
sions. An uproar was made, the old servant seized, forced to 
-----~-~--12 Ibid., 676-724. 
13 IDIa., 725-1047. 
14 IbId.,' 1048-1105. 
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reve~ the truth, and the death penalty was decreed tor ereu-
sa. 15 
After the chorus expresses it. despair in a brief song,16 
Creusa enters pursued by the Delphiana. She takes refuge at 
the altar of the god and warns Ion, whe/" heads her pursuers, not 
to touch her. When it seems as thOugh len will drag her trom 
the altar anyway, the Pythia stopa him. She chides him tor his 
.,. 
ruthlessness and, inspired by Loxias, gives him the cradle in 
which she had found him many years before. At sight of the 
cradle, Crsusa cries out and leaves the altar. It 1s the very 
one, of course, in which ahe had abandoned her child, and she 
ls able to 1dentity all 1t. contents. Ion is at length per-
suaded and happily embraces her. She tells him the truth about 
his birth, and tries to answer hl. difficulties. When the boy 
declares his intention of questioning Phoebus, Athena appears 
and reassures him, prophesying his future greatness and the 
glory ot his race. Ion and Oreusa express their taith and joy, 
and the company, tollowed by Athena on high, begins the jubi-
17 I II' 1ant journey to Athens. 
Part 2 
Euripides' Use of the Legend 
Here, then, we have one of those -scabrous tales ot lust 
--.... -----... 
15 Ibid., 1106-1228. 
16 l'6I'(f., ,1229-1249. 
17 ~., 1250-1622. 
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and lying" which the unfortunate poet was forced to us~ This 
is the orthodox version to which he must ostensibly conform 
while secretly making the whole thing its own refutatlon. 
It might be remarked first that the ott-quoted rule that 
the anclent legends had to be followet to the letter by the 
Greek tragedlans and that many of the apparently incongruous 
eplsodes in the plays of Eurlpldes were forced upon b1m by the 
.. 
necessities of the legend, ls a rule that cannot be verified 
in ancie~ times. The Electra story, for example, whlch was 
treated by all three tragedians, ls changed at will according 
to their own purpose. That remarkable play, the Helen, i8 
" 
contradiotory of all that is 8aid in the Andromache, Orestes, 
and Trojan Woman of the famed bride ot Paris. Futhermore, as 
we have noted, we have the exp1icit statement of Aristotle 
that it would be nODsense to try to follow the legends exactly, 
aince the people did not know them. And he tells us also that 
some sucoesstul plays bad tew known names in the., and that 
Agathon had even written plays with no basis In legend at all. 18 
Now t~e thesis whioh holds that Euripides wrote the ~ 
---~------18 "Nevertheless even in Tragedy there are some plays with but 
one or two name8 known in them, the rest being inventions; 
and there are 80me without a Single known name, e.g., Aga-
than's Antheus, in which both inoidents and Dames are ot 
the poet's invention; and it is no less delightful on that 
account. So that one must not aim at a rigid adherence 
to the traditional stories on which tragedies are based. It 
WOuld be absurd, in tact to do 80, as even the known stories 
are on~y known to a few, though they are a delight nonethe-
less to all.a Poetics 1451b.20. 
I 
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in order to destroy the people&s belief in the star,. it4 'tells 
certainly supposes that the legend was well known and accepted 
by the orthodox before the play was written. Yet the facts of 
the case seem to point in the opposite direction,--that the 
"., legend as we have it was not known, and that Euripides shaped 
certain vague ideas about it into a novel and consistent whole. 
Rose states 1n his Handbook of Gieek M~hologl that he 
can find no other source of the story other than the play of 
Euripides. l9 This is a significant fact when we oonsider the 
intimate connection of the legend with the glor,. of Athens and 
remember the almost innumerable and often little-known stories 
that are recounted by the Greek authors. 
It seems certain that Ion himself does not belong to the 
earliest period of Greek mythology, but was invented by and 
named atter the Ionian raoe. Since he has no place in the line 
.. 
of Athenian kings, we deduce that he must have come too late to 
be ino1uded in the rather vague l1sts.20 The first definite 
statement about Ion seems to be that of Herodotus. Aocording to 
him, however, Ion·i. the son of Xuthus and there is no hint 
of any birth trom Apollo.2l Aristotle speaks of him as the 
... _----.- .. _-
19 H.J.RoS8, A Handbook ot Greek M~hOlO~l Including Its Ex-
tension to-Rome. il~tnuen and 00., Lt ., London, 2ii.'a.'"""ention 
2 rev18ed,~9~268 and note 46, p. 283. 
o Cf. awen, Lx. 
21 - ••• ~he7 were name4 Ion1ans after Ion the son ot Xuthus.-
Herodotus, 7.94. -The Athenians, while the Pelasgians ruled 
what i& now called Hellas, were Pelasgians, bearing the name 
of Cranoi, • • • but when Ion son of Xuthu8 was made leader 




first polamarch who had been SWMmoned to the help of th.'Athe-
ni~s.22 Hecataeus 8ays that a certain Phyacua was the father 
of Ion;23 and Pau8anias~4 Apollodorua~25 and Strabo26 all 
name Xuthua as bis father without any menti on ot the ato17 ot 
the birth tram Apollo such as we find fn the ~ ot Euripides. 
Bot always in the very plays ot Euripides himself is 
Ion always given a divine tather. In the Erechtheus, tor in-
.. 
st~c., we hear that there was no Oreusa to survive her 8i8-
tera. Acoording to the prologue ot the Xelanippe Sapiens, 
Xuthus marr1e4 an unnamed daughter ot Erechtheus and became 
the tather ot Ion. 27 
Again,the very structure ot the play would support the 
position that the legend which Euripides has to dramatize was 
not very well known to his audience. In the prologue spoken 
by Hermes, considerable pains are taken to explain the exact 
_ ........ ,. ...... 
8.44. (Tranalation trom A.D.Godley, He~odotua with an En-ftist Translation. 4 vols. William HeInemann, London;-1~4.) 
22 • otl., Respublica Ath. 3. 
23 Given in Carolus luellerus, Fra!ienta H1storicorum Graecorum. 
24 Firatn Didot~ Paris, 4 vols., vo • I, 26. I 
Pausanias, 7.1. 
25 ·Xuthul received Peloponnea. and begat Acbaeua and Ion by 
Creuaa. daughter ot Erechtheu8, and trom Achaeus and Ion 
the AChaeans and Ionians derive their mames." Apolledorus, 
1.7.3. (Translation from Sir James George Frazer, Apollo-
dorua the Librarl with an ~l1lh Translation. 2 vola., 
Wlll1a;-;elnemann,~doD, 21.J 
26 ft ••• but later it was called Ionia atter the Ionians, just 
as Attica also was called Ionia atter Ion the son ot XuthU8." 
Strabo~ 8.7.1. (Translation from Horace Leonard Jones, The 
Geography of Strabo with an Engll.h Translation. 8 vols:;-
William Heinemann, London, 1923.) 
2~ ct. Owen, xii. 
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situation and that Apollo is really the tather ot Ion. 4Eight 
times doe. Hermes say that the child i8 ot Apollo, and he 
quotes the god as stating definitely: - ••• tor thi8--that 
thou mayest know,--Is my son.·28 He emphasizes Oreusa's name 
by repeating it six times, leading us lo believe that the name 
was not tamiliar to his audience. Hermes makes quite clear 
that Xuthus and Oreusa had no children at the time ot their 
.. 
visit to Delphi. The complicated strategem ot having Apollo 
give the child to Xuthus "as his son" looks as ~ough Euripides 
was trying to explain how the cammon tradition attributed the 
fathership ot Ion to Xuthus. It is to be noticed, also, that 
Eur1pides does not give ~e aame names to the tribes that will 
descend trom Ion as do other wr1tera. 29 
It, then, it seems "tairly conclus1ven30 that Euripides 
1nvented the stary, it tol10ws that he can hardly have brought 
it torward to discred1t it. 31 
..... -------
28 Ion 36. 
.AI> 
29 nr; Herodotus, 5.66.2. 
30 So Norwood in a review ot O.en's Ion. American Journal'ot I 
Philology, vol. LXIII, 1, January:-I942, 112. 
Dr. Verrall ettectively admits it too: " ••• the story 
whioh he tells in the prologue contradicts the primitive 
be11et ot the Athenians. • • • To gratify Athenian pride 
Ion was converted tram 'son ot Xutbus' into 'son ot Apollo,' 
which could ot course be eaa1ly done without import1ng into 
the stor1 an,. ot the horrors engrat'ted on it by Eur1p1dea." 
Euripides the Rat1onalist, 170. 




The Significance of the Plot 
We wish now tG investigate the actual working out of the 
plot, and to approach it without any PEeconceived axioms "that 
a god in Euripides can never speak the truth,"32 or that the 
orthodox struoture must always be disregarded in trying to 
get at the real meanins of the author ... Further, we have shown 
that the poet was not trying to discredit the story. What, then 
oan we make of the plot taking it on its tace value? 
On its tace value, the play tells how a god, wisbing to 
found a great race, held intercourse with a noble princess of 
Athens and begot a son. According to his careful plans, he 
had the babe carried otf to Delphi to be educated at his al-
tars and so become a refined and reverent youth. When the boy 
had grown old enough to take his rightful position in author- • 
ity, the god intended to effect the change without scandal or 
dishonor to the boy. He inspired Creusa and her princely hus-
band to come to his shrine to seek advice. Xuthus, according I 
to the plan, was to be given the boy aa his ward to raiae and 
protect as his own son, and in due time to succeed him as king 
--_ .. -.. ----
32 Verrall, Eurifides the Rationalist, 1'70: " ••• after a 
time the Who!e publIi""'"must have tilten the measure of a 
Euripidean 'god,- and the sort of 'truth' which might be 
expected from h~ •••• " Also, 171: w ••• the prologue 
and tinale are ••• comments on the story by 'gods,' that 
ia to say 'liars. I • 
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of Athens and leader of the Ionians. Bi. mother was to·be In-
formed at the true identIty of the boy later. but just how or 
when .e are not Informed and Deed not be. 
The plan progresse. well until the highly-strung and 
proud Oreusa goes suddenly berserk at lhe thougnt of being 
childless While her husband has a son. She spoils the plan 
by trying to kill Ion. but Apollo in his providenoe frustrates 
.. 
her etforts and attords her refuge tram the pursuing Ion lest 
she be killed by her own soh. In order to smooth over the 
estrangementl Apollo. who had farsightedly preserved the oradle 
and ornaments in whioh Ion had beeD lett as a babel inspires 
the Pythia to reveal them at th18 time. A beautiful recogni-
tion follows l and Athena,tae patroness of Athens and the Ion1ans j 
appears herself to &nswer their difficulties and assure them 
of their and their desoendants' greatness. With tears of joy 
Oreusa aoknowledges her hastiness and unfairness 1n mistrust1ng 
Apollol and with happiness and triumph, they set forth for 
Athens esoorted by the divine guardian of the famous oity_ And 
the ohorus Pl"onounoes the final judgment: 
.. _--._-----
Zeus's and Leto's Son Apollo. hail! 
Let him to powers divine 
Render homage undismayedl who house 
afflictions buffets smite: 
For the good at last shall overcome. 
at last attain their right; 
But the evil. by their nature's law. 
on good shall never l1ght.33 




Now it would seem that one reading or even better~otu­
ally seeing the production ot the play without previous pre-
judices would gain the impr~88ion ot a piece of glorioua pa-
triotism. The theme of the story is the glorification of Athens, 
that tlnot unknown clty"34 
.... , 
guarded over by Athena herselt. From 
her royal family is to come the tounder ot the Ionian race 
and under Athens that race will be united in strength. Even 
.. 
the inhabitants of the Peloponnese have some part with them for 
they will spring from a' halt-brother of Ion. 35 
It suoh an observer were to consider the date of pro-
duction caretully he would be strengthened in his conviction 
that the purpose of the author was ,to give 80me such impression 
as this. The!!2 was produced late in the fifth century, a time 
when the increase of her wars had led the citizenry of Athens 
to new bursts of patriotism. Aeschylus seems to have written 
only about six tragedies dealing with Athenian history and 
characters. But Sohocles wrote sixteen; and Euripides, many 
that deal either exclusively with Attic themes or at least go 
far out ot their way to br'1ng in a notable character trom her 
history or a word ot praise for her deeds. The Attio hero and 
king, Aegeus, for instance, appears momentarily in the Medea 
as a patriotio gesture and little more. Even Aristotle con-
siders his entrance indefensible from the standpoint ot straight 
-----.. ----34 Ibid. , '8. 
S5 YDIQ., 1589-1594. 
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dramatic writing. Similarly, as Haigh points out,36 the intro-
duotion of Theseus in the Madness ~ Heracles and the final 
retirement of Heracles to Athens are novelties, plainly in-
serted for patriotic reasons. 
There was also, in addition to simple love of country, the 
more practioal consideration of an emotional uniting of the 
Ionian oities under the leadership of Athens, and since this 
was a time of at least nominal peace,37 it would be good to 
show reason why the Dorians would violate no historioal tradi-
tion in joining tbamselves to the Athenian league. 38 No more 
typioally Greek method of uniting peoples could be invented 
than that of establishing a god as their cammon progentor and 
a hero as their cammon eponym. And yet the shadoWJ figure of 
the legendary Ion was said to be the son of Xuthus, an alien 
soldier of fortune. What a blow to Athenian pride in their 
autochthony~8 How could Athens claim supr6.macy of all the 
Ionians with such a haphazard beginning of famel 
~-~~-~----36 Tra~c Drama of the Greeks, 299. 
37 Weve no cerain evidenoe for the date of the Ion. Rose 
puts it after the Iphlgeneia in Tauris whioh waS-Oomposed 
sometime in the thirties, and-oerare £he Electra to which 
he assigns the date 0.413. Norwood puts It at some time 
notlong before 413. Croiset is satisfied with the period 
between 424 and 413. The lawest book on the Ion, that by 
Owen, includes a lengthy. discussion of the aiie and con-
cludes convincingly that the most probable date is 418 or 
417. 
38 It may also be recalled that Athens had concluded an alliance 
with Argos in 420 B.C. See Jevons, 221. 
If the date assigned to the play is correct, we have 
another reason for not accepting the ~ as an attack on the 
r 
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It seems quite probable that Euripides set himself to 
draw up a story in whioh Ion would have at least an Athenian 
father. Since that might have been too difficult to handle 
beoause too oonflioting with general opinion, a god would be 
the ideal father. ot the gods, Apollo was the obvious choioe. 40 
We have many references to Apollo as the Patrous of the Ioni-
ans. 4l Strabo, turther, tells us of the prevalence of the 
Apolline oult in the tetrapolis of Attica, established by 
Xuthus h~self.42 Apollo was in a special way the ratifier 
ot new laws and new oustoms. 43 He must be consulted to es-
tablish new religious rites; he was the brother of Athena, the 
~---.------Delphic oracle. It is not likely that Euripides who was 
clearly a lover and ad.ocate ot peaoe would have sought 
deliberately to disturb the existing peaoe by arousing in 
his oountrymen the bitter memories and hatreds associated 
with the role ot the Delphio priests in the war. 
39 Notice the prominence given the idea in the Ion. ct. lines 
29, 589, 737, and the choral ode 695-724. ---
40 ct. Farnell, 63: "It is interesting also to study the sooial 
and ethnio value at the cult ot Apollo Patrous at Athens, 
who was revered as the divine "anoestor" ot the Attio olans. 
The son who had been newly presented to the phratores by the 
father must also be taken to the temple ot Apollo Patrous, 
to oommunicate there with him." 
41 ct. Owen, xii. 
42 Strabo, 8.7.1. 
43 " ••• the important point is that in publio opinion the 
laws ot Spar'a were supported by the authority ot Delphi. 
Draoo instituted laws dealing with murder and homioide; 
that these did not oome into existenoe without the 00-
operation of Delphi is olear. • • • Again, when Cleiathenes 
overthrew the old basis ot state organization by establishing 
his ten phylae, the oraole was oalled upon to ohoose the 
ancestral heroes of the new phylae. • • • Plato lays it down 
as the duty of the legislator, with the oraole's help, to 
regulate the testivals and determine what saorifioes shall 
take place •••• " Martin P. Nilsson, A Histor! ot Greek 
Religion. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 19~5, 190- 917 
protectress of Athens. P08s1b~7 there were among the vary~ 
ing accounts ot Ion some vague reference to the tavor ot 
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Apollo that could be built ~to a more definite statement with-
out seeming to depart tr~ tradition very much. 
That the whole pla7 is perm.eated·'w1th a spirit ot pa-
triotism. seems clear. The name ot the C1t7 1. scaroe17 ever 
mentloned without the epithet of glorious, divlne, noble, and 
.. 
the 11ke. Great detal1 1. lavl&bed on the sacred customa con-
nected with Erechtheus. 44 The royal 11ne of pure Athenian 
strain Is oonstant17 brought to the attention of the audience. 45 
Even IOD is made to exclaim against an alien .edding the prin-
cess. The plot itselt turns on Oreusa'. and the old servant's 
horror at the thought of a stranger some day securing the 
throne ot Athens. The prospect of an alien prlnce taking part 
with the initiated in the Bacchic mysteries causes anguish to 
the chorus ot Athenian wamen. 46 ADd nothing could have been 
more inspiring to the audience at the Great Dionys1a than the 
appearance of Athena herself in her glory: 
ft ••• no foe am I that ye should flee, 
'But, as in Athens, here am grac1ous-
wll1ed. 
I oome from thy land--1and that bears 
my name. • • • 47 
Solemnly she prophesies the bright future ot the Athenian 
_ ... -------
44 Ion 20-26. 
45 !5rd., 489-594, 719-724, 
46 1b!a'., ,714-724. 






tribes, their settlement of both sides of the strait, and the 
renown the IOnians, named after Creusa's son, shall win. Then 
in a burst of marching music and with songs of triumph the 
procession, like the procession at the end of the Eumenides, 
winds its way ott the stage. 48 
Now it does, indeed, seem very difficult to believe that 
Euripides wrote this play with the delIberate purpose ot mak-
ing the whole thing appear absurd and incredible. Even though 
we were to grant that he had not invented substantially the 
whole legend but had fOllowed the version of the orthodox, can 
we believe that this treatment bespeaks the cynical doubter 
and rationalist? 
It the legend is absurd and patently so, all the fine 
patriotism of the piece is of course nonsense. Athens is dis-
honored, ApollO, its Patrous,is made ridiculous if not worse, 
and Athena who was to the fifth century the very personifi-
oation of Athena, who represented for her citizens "not only 
a personal divine character, but the supreme principle of their 
national eXistence," i8 made a dupe and laughing-stock. 49 
---------. 48 Ibid., 1616-1622. 
49 JiIrx M. Wassermann, "Divine Violenoe and Providence in 
Euri~des' Ion." TransactIons and ProOiidlngs or the-xMeri-
can 11ologICal AssocIatIon, &artea by George n; !aQz81ts, 
puEllshea by the AssocIatIon, Philadelphia, vol. LXXI, 1940. 
Cf. also L.R.Farnell, The Higher As~ects of Greek Re-
li~ion. Williams and Norgate;-LondOn, 191 , 68-'n1: HIt was 
no to any hero or mortal ancestor that the momentous cult-
titles Polieus or 'Polias' were attached, but only to the 
highest divinities, Zeus and Athena, pre-eminently politi-
oal powers; and it is they above all others who inspired 
" -
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We have explained in some detail 1n a previous chtpter50 
the distinction between the mythology and the religion of the 
Greeks. We sa. that the notion of orthodoXJ 1n what conoerned 
the popular stories about the gods had simply no meaning, that 
.. , 
anyone could believe whatever he 11ked and could say what he 
pleased. But the attitude of the citizenry towards the state 
religion was altogether different. Its ritual and worship 
.. 
were the bond and the expression of State unity. Reverence 
tor the State gods was'reverence for the State in its highest 
torm. The poets could say what they would about the stories 
and legends, could critici". and disbelieve the sins of the 
divinities, but no loyal Athenian,. especially at a time when 
patriotism was at tever-height, would think of showing dis-
honor or disloyalty to the Polis; and no patriotic citizen 
of whatever intelligence, party, or beliet would ever have 
permitted him to do so. 
The answer, then, to the ~estion: did Euripides try to 
make Apollo and Athena in this play appear in ~ch a light 
that people .ould not believe in them or at least not believe 
or aocept the legend therein proposed?--would seem to be a 
definite negative. The poet was here treating of the State 
--_ .... _ ..... -
political wisdom, and who alone were worshipped as Boulaioi, 
deities to wham the members of the council prayed and saori-
ficed before each •• eting. Greek religion, then, is ab-
sorbed in politics, especially at Athens •••• " 




gods a~ of a subject intimately connected with the existence 
and the glory of Athens. As Fairbanks says: 
As the family or the phratry claimed 
common blood from one divine ances-
tor, so the Athenians traced their 
desoent from Ion or from an earth-
born king. • • • Nor was this mere 
poetic fanoy; it was regarded as a 
fact to this extent, that the 
naturalization of foreigners took 
the form of a (religious) adoption 
into the state-family, which was 
based on ties of common blood and 
common worship.51 
Under suoh oircumstances, Euripides, whose patrIotism was never 
attacked, would have been the last to abuse his positIon to 
make the story of Ion ridiculous. 52 
And yet, could an educated man and thinker like Euripides 
have wished people to believe in the existence of such gods 
as Apollo and the rest? We have attempted to show earlier in 
this paper53 that, despite modern prepossessions to the con-
trary, the probabilities are that Euripides really believed 
in the traditional polytheism. Nor does an analysis ot the 
~ cause us to reconsider our judgment. It is true that 
Euripides sometimes does express disbeliet in certain ot the 
grosser elements of the myths (we shall discuss these in-
---~~~---. 51 Fairbanks, 315. 
52 "The men of that age never felt that the nature and in-
tluence of tragedy were purely and simply aesthetic. Its 
power over them was so vast that they held it responsible 
tor the spirit of the whole state •••• " Jaeger, 245. 
53 Of. supra pp. 37 tt. 
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stances later), but all his criticism and scepticism is di-
rected at the stories that people tell about the gods, never 
at the existence of the gods themselves. His criticism was 
on the moral plane; there Se8mB to be none on the theological 
plane. 
Creusa who utters almost all the reproaches against 
Apollo gives no indication that the story she tells is not 
the truth. Even when Ion suggests that she may be concealing 
her own sin by calling her for.mer lover a god, she emphatically 
denies it and swears most solemnly by Athena that no mortal 
was his father but Loxias. 54 In the earlier parts of the play 
when she accuses the god of abandoning his child, she never 
considers the possibility of the god being other than he 
is traditionally represented to be. She says that this d8ed 
is unworthy of him, but his action does not affect in the 
slightest her beliet in his existence. 55 When the old servant 
urges 'her to burn down the tanple of Apollo, even in her rage 
she believes too firmly in the power of the god to follow out 
the suggestion. She bas suffered enough, she says.56 
Although Ion is made toreproach Apollo with his deed, 
he too gives no hint of a real loss of faith in his reality. 
There has not been a progressive disillusionment on his part 
........ _--- .. _-
54 Ion 1528-1531. 
~5 ~ ibid., 385 ff. 
6 Ibid~73-975. 
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so that the Ion who leaves the stage at the end ot the play 
knows that all has been sham and trickery.57 The first con-
versation of Ion with Oreusa shows him to be a thoroughly 
Greek boy who wants to know everything and is equally ready to 
doubt everything. He finds it hard to believe that Erich-
thonius was born of the earth as tne legend held. 58 He wants 
to know whether it is true or only "an idle tale"59 that her 
sisters were slain by Erechtheus. He cynically remarks that 
her "friend" who says she has lain with the god is merely try-
Ing to cover up her own shame. SO So also the excited declara-
tion of Xuthus that Phoebus has declared Ion his son, meets 
with cold incredulity on the part of Ion. "Thou art thine own 
witneas,· he says, "Heardest riddles and misreadeat. tl6l It is 
only with the greatest reluctance that he at length gives in 
and admits: • 'Tis the Gcd: I may not doubt hiM.,,62 He is also 
made to deliver a keen critlcal estimate of his posltion In 
democratic Athens, and shows himself throughout a boy ot cool 
and unhurri ed judgment. 63 
Neither the revelation of the "shame" of Apollo nor the 
strange oracle given to Xuthus Changes his beliet and con-
tentment in the service ot Apollo. He rejects the opportunity 
- ... _------~78 ct. Hadas and McLean, 194. 
Ion 265. 
59 T'61'd., 275. 
SO Y'6!ii., 340. 
61 YDIa., 533, 535. 
62 n;rQ., 556. 
63 !O'fQ., 585. 
of going to Athens as heir apparent, saying: 
My life was prayer to Gods, con-
verse with men, 
Ministrant unto joy and not to griet, 
Welcoming coming, speeding parting 
guests, 
A new tace smiling still on taces new. 
And that which men, though loth, must 
ask in prayer, 
Uprightness, use and nature bred in me 
For Phoebus' service. Thinking on 
all this, 
Father, I more esteem things here 
than there. 64 
At the end ot the play when the tinal recognition be-
85 
tween son and mother takes place, we tind no difference in the 
action of Ion. He forces his mother to identity all the tokena 
in the cradle; only then does he believe, but with an en-
thusiasm and joy tar different than he displayed in his meet-
ing with Xuthus. He wants to know the truth ot his birth, but 
he shows,tor htm, unusual excitement and credulity at the 
news that he was born ot Phoebus. 
Say on: glad ~~dings this and for-
tune tair l ••• 
o happy words, it this thou sayest 
be trueJ66 ••• 
Sweet, mother, is my treasure-trove 
of thee; 
And this my birth, I find no fault 
therein. 67 
As before, he wants to examine the whole account and be 
-........ _ ...... - ... 
64 Ibid., 638-645. 
65 !DIC:., 1485. 
66 I'f5IQ., 1488. 
67 !Ot!., 1518-1519. 
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assured of the truth of it. As he did when he first heard 
the story of the -friend" of Creusa, so now he suggests that 
Phoebus is named to escape sh.... This give. the daughter of 
Erechtheu8 the opportunity of reassuring htm with, probably, 
the most solemn oath an Athenian of that day could have used. 
She swears 
••• by Athena, Lady of Victory, who 
At Zeus' side chariot-borne with 
Giants fought, 
No mortal man was sire to thee, my son, 
But he which reared thee, Loxias the 
King.6S 
Similarly the bOY's desire to know why ApollO gave him 
to Xuthus as son leads to an explanation of the cammon opin1on 
that Xuthus was the father of IQD. This was a point that 
Euripides had to handle when he decided to make Ion the real 
son of Apollo, and only the supposititious son of the hero. 
Again and again in the play he prepares the way for his ex-
planation. He makes clear fram the _eginning that Ion and 
Xuthus are not at all attracted to one another. When the boy 
first hears of Xuthu8, he refers to him with some contempt 
as an alien and is surprised that a stranger might wed into the 
royal family.69 In sharp contrast with the meeting between 
mother and boy, Xuthus dismisses him with scaroely a nod: ft 'Tis 
well: now know I all I sought to know."70 The excitement and 
--~---~---68 Ibid., 1528-1531. 
69 lEI!., 293. 
70 YDrQ., 417. 
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haste of Xuthus after he has heard the oracle leads evdb Ion~ 
who should bave been eager to acknowledge his longed-for father~ 
to state flatly that he had simply misinterpreted the god. And 
the boy forces Xuthus to admit that he bad . failed to inquire 
.;, 
for any more details. 71 That strange questioD of Ion seems 
a180 highly significant, and the equally strange answer of 
XuthU8: 
Ion: Ay~ and what should be his fate? 
Xuthus: My true-begotten son is this. 
Ion: Born' th, 8on, or Siten ot others? 
XuthuiT1Ji ven-':iiid oorn rom lie he Is .72 
Botice, too, the immediate reaction of the chorus. Their 
thought is at once tor ·Erechtheus' ancient 11ne.- And Ion 
himselt shows how little suoh a begetting •• ant to him or to 
any Athenian: 
The gloriou8 earth-born state, 
Athens~ men 8ay~ hath naught of alien 
strain. 
I shall thrust in~ stained with a 
twotold taint--
An outland father, and mJ bastard 
selt. 
And bearing this reproach, nor strong 
in friends, 
·Nobody· shall be called---Nobody" 
Son.·73 
By such line. Euripides clearly ind1cates that he does 
not wish us to believe that Ion is really the son of Xuthus, 
or tries at least to make us wish that he were not his son. 
7i-ib1d::-S41. 
72 rst[ , 536-537. (Italics ours.) 73~·~ ~.~ 589-594. 
As soon as Xuthus and Ion leave the stage, the chorus 
does not hesitate to accuse Xuthus of treachery, basenesa, 
falseness, and stealing. They feel sure that somehow he has 
faked the oracle. 
And the oracle stirreth mine heart 
to defying 
Of its tones with the whisper of 
treachery haunted. 
I fear whereunto it will grow, 
This fate thou hast caused us to 
know: 
Too strange for my credence it is. 
Child tathered of fortune and treasonl 
Child alien of blood!74 
Once again, when the chorus tells Creuea ot what has 
happened, we tind the same play on the word, "given," son. 
Ancient, to him hath Loxias given a 
son. • • • 75 
Already born--nay more, a stripling 
grown 
Doth Loxias give hi,. I was there, 
and heard. • • • 6 
Whomso thy Lord should tirst meet 
as he passed 
From the God's fane, the God gave 
him. for son. 77 
---
Thus we are prepared for the explanation put in the 
words of Creusa at the end: 
.. _- .. _ .. _ .. _-
74 Ibid., 




Nay, not begotten: but his gift art 
thou, 
Sprung trom himself,--as friend to 
friend should ggi. 
His own son, that s house might 
have an heir. 78 
685-693. 





And she goes on to explain that it was necessary for Ion to 
be given as son so that he might take his place in the house 
and receive his due. 79 
Much has been made of the fact that even with this ex-
planation Ion still seems dissatisfied and determines to ask 
Phoebue himself. It is difficult to see why this act should 
show that Ion has lost all faith in Apollo and Delphi, and 
that he intends to prove the god a liar to his face. 
First of all, it is surely a not unnatural thing for one 
in his position to ask the god for intormation. Anyone who 
had lived at the shrine as long as he had must have been well 
acquainted with the ambiguous responses frequently returned, 
and their too eager interpretations given by the inquirers. 
Since Xuthus had been so vague about the oracle, what could 
be more natural than for Ion to seek further details himself? 
Secondly, lr Ian had lost all faith in the shrine, why 
would he question its god? If the oracle had been sham and 
trickery before, there was no reason why it could not continue 
its trickery. The skilled interpreters of Delphi would have 
had no diffioulty in explaining such a simple misunderstanding 
as this. 80 
Thirdly, we think it at least probable that Euripides 
79 Ibid., 1562. The explanation of Oreusa is corroborated by 
itnena, 1561, with the same play on words: "He gives to whom 
he gave, not that they gat thee." 




II1akes Ion wish to have divine assuranoe of the truth of.his 
birth preoisely in order to give the poet some exouse for in-
troduoing his favorite theophany.8l In another play written 
at about the same time Euripides employes the same dramatic 
device. : ',;.,le end of the Iphigeneia ~ Tauris, Orestes and 
.---_ ...... _-
81 OWen, note on line l549,holds this opinion. He also be-
lieves the same of the deus, ex machina at the end of the 
Iihigeneia in Tauris. NorwoOii" Am:ei!can Journal of Ph1l-
~, 111,-.ays in criticism of OWen's view: fie :-. pos-
SIDI:1 the deus here and elsewhere, instead of being thrust 
forward to-cut the ~ot (as some believe) or to provide 
a reductio ad absurdum of traditional theology (as others 
hold), Is introduoed precisely and mostly in order to iro-
phesy concerning Athenian tribes, cults, and the like. He 
then quotes Owen's suggestion to this effect, and concludes: 
"That makes a notable contribution to the study of Eurip-
ides' dramaturgy. I am not at present disposed to believe 
it, ••• but I recognize that it merits oareful attention." 
It is only fair to remark here that Mr. Norwood gives 
Owen too much credit for the "notable contribution." It 
had been offered long before. Luoas" 12: " ••• Athena, for 
instanoe, in the I~~eneia in Tauris, is so far from being 
dragged in to stra gh en out~lie plot, that the plot is 
specially reknotted to bring her in." And Haigh, Tragio 
Drama, 246: " ••• the object of his appearanoe is, not to 
unravel perplexities" but to deliver a sort of epilogue, 
and to predict the future history and fortunes of the various 
characters. • • • That this was the real purpose of the 
'deus ex machina' is proved very clearly by those plays in 
which" though the aotion is praotioally finished, some new 
and unnecessary incident is appended, merely to supply the 
god with an excuse for his intervention." 
The past may be known to man by tradition, but only 
a god can know the future, and for this reason it is neces-
sary for the gods to speak the epilogue, even though their 
entrance into the play is not well-motivated. (Cf. De-
charme, 270-271.) As another instance of this same device, 
oonsider the sudden, irrational fury of Theoclymenus towards 
his sister at the end of the Helen (lines 1624 ff.). It 
seems invented to afford some excuse, however weak, for the 
Twin-brethern to appear. Certainly there is no question in 
this p~ay of being forced to follow the details of an or-




Iphigeneia are successfully esoaping with the statue or.'Ar-
temis when for absolutely no reason82 the wind suddenly shifts 
and they are driven baok to shore into the hands of their 
enemies. This gives an opportunity for the appearance of a 
god who saves them and predicts at lenkth the legendary lore 
and ritual that were so dear to the heart of the poet. 
In the Ion Athena appears to reoount the glory and the 
• future history of the oharacters of the play and their de-
scendants. It would have satisfied, perhaps, certain critics 
better if Ion had been allowed to consult the oracle and learn 
his future from Phoebus. No doubt the chief reason militating 
against this was the d:1.ff'icul ty of, staging. Ion would' have 
had to enter into the shrine and an interior soene would have 
had to be arranged,--a1ways a clumsy affair on the Greek stage. 
An equally strong reason, likely, was the appropriatn~=. of 
having Athena herself describe the future of her people. We 
----_ .. _--... 
Of the extant plays that end wi th a deus--Andromache, Sup-
§lices, Ion, Electra, H:1lPOlYtus, I£EIfinela in Tauris, 
restes, and perhaps lpb genela at ~uf s, and~acohae-­
only the 0festes really needs the tEeophany to solve the 
plot. Its noteworthy, also, that the other seven plays 
which do not have a deus yet end with a propheoy or some-
thing siJlilar. No endIng seems more undramatio and abrupt 
to the modern reader. No doubt the preternatural charaoter 
that Medea assumes at the end of the play of that name in 
order to prophesy the future has ruined the impression of 
the play for many a modern. We should not then be scanda-
lized and look for subtle motives in what may seem a simi-
larly disturbing theophany of Athena in the Ion. 
82 It seems fairly certain that Euripides invenli! practioally 
all the~detalls o~ the plot. Cf. Haigh, Tragic Drama, 306-
307. He would not have added the detail of the shift of 
wind unless he intended to make use of it. 
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cannot doubt but that the apparition of the patroness of the 
city must have been extremely popular with the audience l and 
the final scene in which the triumphal march leaves the stage 
for Athens with the accompaniment of the goddess must have 
been a very effective spectacle. 83 
Some effort but not much is made to give a reason for 
Athena's coming instead of Apollo, but the real reason was 
probably dramatic. With her own lips the goddess--and be it 
remembered that in Athens this goddess spoke with an authority 
that brooked no doubt--declares unequivocally: 
Thee this queen bare, begotten of 
Apollo: 
He gives to whom he gave, not that 
they gat thee, 
But for thy brin! home to a princely 
house. • • .8 
Oonsider, too, how completely unintelligible the play 
beoomes if we are not to believe that Creusa is the true 
mother of Ion and that Apollo is his father. Even though we 
should disregard the insistently repeated statements of Her-
mes that ApollO is the real father of Ion and that Oreusa is 
his mother (under the hypothesis that no god in Euripides ~ 
apeak the truth85 ), we still are baffled at the whole psy-
chology of the play. If Creusa is Dot the mother of Ion, then 
their first conversation loses all significance. If she is not 
the mother of Ion, the strong and strange attraction they feel 
--~-~~-~--83 Cf. Wassermann, 602-604. 
84 Ion 1560-1562. 
r __ ------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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tor eaoh other from the start 1& meaningless. It 8he 1. not 
the mother ot Ion, then tbe heart ot the whole drama 18 de-
stroyed. It 1s prec18ely the s1tuat10n 1n which mother tr1es 
to kill son and sonto ki11 mother,--a situat10n that Aristotle 
loved so muchS6,--that gives the actio~8 ot Ion and Oreusa 
their primary dramatic va1ue. And tinally, 1t Oreusa is not 
the mother ot Ion all the 1rony ot line atter line in the play-
.. 
is utterly lost. And Euripides dearly loved iroDY. We mention 
but a te. examples ot this. 
In their first conversation, after they have revealed 
their identity and story, Ion exclaims: nAh me 1 her heart-
strings are attuned to mine 1- And,Oreusa &nswera: -For thee 
yearBs 80m8 sad mother too, I ween. nS7 Later, when Ion wonders 
at hil strange interelt ~ Oreusa, he i8 made to remark: -Yet 
with Erechtheua' daughter what have I to do? She is naught to 
me. nSS If Oreusa 18 Dot the mother ot Ion, what len.e d08. her 
reply to him make: 
Ion: Hencel--leave the altar and the 
hallowe4 seat 1 
Oreusa: Lesson thy mother, mere-
. soefer she be.8g 
And tinally the 11ne. ot Ion: 
----------
Na7--not the altar, not Apollo'. 
house 
85 ot. tUPla p. 74. ~6 Ari80t e, Poetics 13.14-19. 
87 Ion 3Sg-360. 
8 !Drd., 433-434. 
89 i6Ia., 1306-1307. 
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Shall save thee l Ruth for thee.-- • 
rather for me 
And for my mother:--though she be atar 
In bod7, ever her Dame 18 in mine heart. 90 
It Apollo is not the father ot Ion, the dramatic value 
and irony ot many ot the ai tuationa is.lost. The very presence 
"? 
ot Ion at Delphi as a servant takes on high significance it he 
1s the son ot the god of the shr1ne. 
first ode are weighted with .eaning: 
And the worda ot his 
For M7 'lather thee, Phoebus, I 
praise,. 
Who hast nutured .e all m7 days: )(y begetter, tine help, JA7 deren.der 
This temple" Phoebus shall be.91 
There 11 typical Euripidean irony, too, in such lines as these: 
Ion: Thou saored?--who didst poison 
the God' 8 child' 
Oreusa: Thou Loxia.' chlldJ--his never 
but thy slre t s. 92 
If Apollo 1s not his father, how can we explain the fine 
recognition soene between Ion and his mother? It seems in-
oredible that the priests ot the temple, as some think,93 bas-
tily faked the clues to prevent scandal at the temple. This 
would mean t.bat the P7th!a was an unscrupulous liar and cheat; 
yet she is always piotured a8 a kind and 101al woman wi th 
great love tor the boy she haa raI.ed, and receiving in turn 
-.. __ .. _----
90 Ibid., 1275-1278. 
91 IDrl., 136-139. 
92 tora., 186-187. 
93 ~the elaborate reconstruction ot the soene b7 Dr. Verrall 
in hi. Euripides ~ Rationalist, pp. 158 tt. 
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trom him great respect and love. And Oreusa does identt~y 
aocurately the oontents of the basket without seeing them. 94 
Further it seems that in this, too, the poet has prepared us 
tor the scene by dwelling upon the cradle and its contents in 
the very first speech ot the play. He~mes speaks several times 
ot the -fair-rounded cradle,- describe. how and why she put 
the two serpents of gold about the babe, and how she tied to 
• 
him embroidery from her robe. He aaY8 that Phoebus gave hi. 
explicit orders to bring with the babe to Delphi the cradle 
and ~. awaddling-bands which were about him. All things con-
sidered, it does not seem possible that the priests, even if 
they had de.ired to do 80, would have been able to fake the 
olues successfully, and that Euripides never intended the 
audience to get the tapre.slon that they did so. 
As tar, theretore, as the signiticance ot the plot is 
concerned, it i8 moat probable that the plot was intended to 
mean precisely what it says. The plet is to be accepted as it 
is. Eurlpides intended his gods to be real beings in the play 
and act and ~peak in the fashion he has described. 
----------94 OWen, 169-170, would appear to bave answered once and tor 
all the somewhat disingenuous attack ot Dr. Verrall on the 
credibility ot the token •• 
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Part 4 
Criticism ot the Gods 
We have yet to consider the charges brought against Apollo 
and the reproaches heaped upon him. It ... is very common to see 
in the ~ a direct attack upon Apollo and the oracle of Delphi, 
suggested in part at least by the action of the shr1ne during 
.. 
the Peloponnesian War 1n tavor of Athens' enem1es. 95 Betore we 
discuss these cr1tIc1am~, 1t will be well to see prec1sely what 
1s .aid. 
The s1ght of the temple at Delphi causes Creusa to ex-
cla1m: 
Ah, wrongs ot womanl--wrongful-reckless 
deeds of 
Gods I For justice where shall we 
make suit, 
If 'tis our Lords' 1njustice crushes 
us'l96 
And the mention of the cave in the Long Cliffs calls from her 
the w1sh never to bave seen It. 
Ion: Wbat?--hatest thou the God's 
haunt well-beloved? 
-Greusa: Naught. --I and that cave 
know a deed a sbame. 97 
When she is ~.stloned further about her "friend,· she 
has this to sa7: 
Ion: And hath she borne no offspring 
... _-........ _-
95 For our doubts on this vi •• , aee above p.77, note 38. 
96 Ion 252-254. 




Creusa: Stll1 the God wrongs her: child-
le88 griet 1s hera. 
Ion: What 1t in secret Phoebus tos-
tereth h~? 
Creusa: Unjustl--alone to enjoy what 
he should ahare. 98 
Ion's advice to her 18: 
There's none w11l ask the God of this 
tor thee. 
For~ in hi. own halls were. he villain 
proved~ • 
Vengeance on him who brought thee 
that response 
Would Phoebus justly wreak. 99 
And Creasa'. answer: 
o Phoebus, there and here unjust art 
thou 
Unto the absent one -hose plea i8 here. 
Thou ahouldst have saved thine own~ 
yet didst Dot aave; 
Bor heeds the Seer the mother's 
questioning, 
97 
That~ 1t her babe live not, bis tomb 
may rise, 
Or it he live, that ahe may see his fa8e. 100 -
When Xutbna enters the shrine to ask for ch1ldren, ahe 
says: 
-~--~--~--
If Loxiae consent 
.Now at the last to atone for olden 
wrongs, 
Wot wholly will he show himself my 
friend~ 
Yet, since he 1s God~ whatefer he 
grants I take. IOl 
98 Ibid., 355-358. 
99 !D![., 369-372. 
IOO-rsId., 384-389. 
101 Ibid.; 425-428. 
Then the seene ends with the often quoted lines ot Ion: 
Yet must I plead 
With Phoebus--what ails h~? He 
raviaheth 
Maids, and forsakes; begetteth babes 
by stealth, 
And beeds not, though they die. Do 
thou not so; 
Being strong, be righteous. For what 
man soe'er 
Transgresseth, the Gods visit this 
on him. 
How were it just then that ye should 
enact 
For men laws, and yourselves work 
lawlessness? 
For if--lt could not be, yet put it 
so--
Ye should pay mulct to man tor law-
less lust, 
Thou, the Sea-king, and Zeus the Lord 
ot Heaven, 
Paying tor wrongs should make your 
temples void. 
For, following pleasure past all 
wisdom's bounds, 
Ye work unrighteousness. Unjust it 
were 
To oall men vl1e, it we but imltate 
What Gods deem good:--they are vile 
who teach us this.102 
98 
Later in the play, whan the chor.us tells her that Apollo 
has given a son to Xuthus, Creusa breaks forth In a monody ot 
grlet: 
--_ ... ------
Ohl1d of Latona, I cry to the Sun--
I will publish thy shameJ 
Thou ••• cams't on me ••• 
Wroughtest the pleasure of Cypris: no 
shame made the god-lover quail. 
• • • Ah, ravlsher-bridegroom thom! 
102 Ibld., 436-451. 
What ailed thee to give to my spouse--
Requiting no service, I trawl--
A son to be heir to his houset 
But my baby and thine, 0 heartless, 
was taken 
For a prey of the eagles: long ere now 
Were the swaddling-bands of his mother 
forsaken. 103 
99 
She then explains her song to the old servant and evokes 
his reproach against Apollo: 
Oreusa: Dead is he, anc1ent,--unto 
beast. east out. 
Old Ser.: Dead?--and Apollo, tra1torl 
helped thee naughtt • • • 
Poor heart of steelJ--O God's 
heart harder yet!104 
Finally, under the stress of his desire to avenge himself 
on Oreusa, Ion is made to excla1m: 
Out upon this 1 
Shame, that a God ordained unright-
eouslns 
For mortals, statutes not in wisdom 
framedZ 
Never should crime have altar-sanc-
tuary, 
But hounding thence. 105 
These, then, are the criticisms of the gods that make this 
pla7Y the most open attack by Euripides on the Olympian theol-
ogy. That they do present a difficulty may be frankly admitted. 
Their forcefulness and pointedness seem to jar the working-out 
of the plot. They seem too strong for the neoessities ot the 
story. And yet they can with some degree of suocess be explained 
103 Ibid., 887-918. 
104 !DIn., 951-952, 960. 
105 Ibid., 1312-1316. 
away. .' 
'!'he oharges made against Apollo may be slDJIDled up thus: 
1) he ravished arausa; 
2) he lett her 80n to die; 
3) he made her childles8; 
4) and yet he giYes a son and heir to Xutbua; 
5) he will not tell her even the fate ot her Child; 
.. 
6) he ha8 attorde4 sanctuary to a ort.inal. 
, 
100 
When tbns coldly analyzed, it i8 8een that there ls really 
l1ttle substance to the charg.s. lOB The point that 1rk8 moat 
and is repeated aga1n and again--~y Oreuaa. by Ian, and by the 
old servant--i. that Apollo haa de.erted his son. Yet the 
aud1ence 1s told detin1tely fram the very beginning that the 
god ha8 not left the child to d1e. but with careful prov1denoe 
1s rearing h1a tor a glorious tuture. But tne whole plot de-
mands thi. strong resentment on the part or Grausa and the ser-
vant 1n order to Just1fy dramat1cally the y101ence they under-
take. And it is all part ot the irony that alwa78 del.ighted 
Euripides to.have them camplain1ng about the very thing that was 
their great eat honor, alaost destroying the whole plan ot the 
god for their and their city'. greatne.s by their impatlence and 
pride. It can hardly be denied that all their complaints .ake 
an ettective dramatic device and raise to the emotional heights 
that Euripldes was constantly seeking the tinal anagnorlsis of 
----------106 at. Wassermann, passim. 
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mother an~lon. It is precisel,. the former pain at losing ~er 
son that Me. convincing her excited jo,., even after tifteen 
to twent,. !Iars of separation, at re.overing him. 
Lik~se the charge that Apollo bas left her childless 1. 
contradio~, and the audienoe 1s fully a~are of it, everytlme 
Ion apP.8Jlon the stage. And as a matter of tact, Athena 
promises me Ions to ereusa and Xuthus in time to co ••• 107 
• When lOll tills her that she ought not to oonsult the oracle, 
Oreusa calli Phoebus unjUBt. Yet we already 1mow that the god 
will reve.ll1er son to her and bas brought her to his temple in 
order to ~te them agatn. So too, the bitter monody of Oreusa 
in whlch '~I most v1gorously defies the god, is provoked by the 
new. that~thu8 has been given a son wbile she 1s lett in dis-
honorable u-renness. Euripides, as was h1s wont, builds up her 
oase to hillltmost and squeezes troll the scene all the pathos he 
can. But ~ee more, he has alread7 intorme.d the audience that 
g1 ving the~o,. to Xuthus 1s only a trick to bring Ion into his 
mother's be without dishonor. Even in the song itselt the 
audienoe lows ~hat Apollo is vindicated. 
The~ote8t at Ion against the right ot sanctuary i. 
acarce17 a~ofound criticiam of a traditional practice that was 
on the wholl tor the good ot the o01DD1Uni ty; and Euripides does 
not seem tl1ntend here to lead the people in the ftpatba of 
purity anc~uth.ft It might seem to be out of keeping with the 
-....... _-_ .... 
107 !5!! lSii .. 1594. 
lOB 
s1Jllple and unaffected character of Ion; but as we have Hen 
several times 1n the plaYt Ion shows considerable maturlty, and 
hls ruthlessness 1n hunting down Oreusa to kill her bLaselt 
leads up logically to his impatience wlth the taboo that trus-
trates h1m. .. "', We are inclined to believe that the real purpose 
ot his protest is to attord the audience one more splne-tlngle 
ln a thrill-packed show. lOB The relier that came trom her sa1'e-
.. 
ty under the protection ot the god is erased by the tear that 
Ion ln his excitement may disregard the protection ot the god 
and kill his mother an",ay. It also makes the entrance ot the 
Pythia more effective, and show. her influence on the boy in It. 
best 11ght. 
It ls noteworthy that any crlticlsm ot such practices i. 
refuted by the tacts ot the drama, always the more slgnlficant 
and emphatlc factor. It ls precisely the plety of Ion that sav •• 
him. It was bis scrupulous observance of rltual that caused hlm 
to pour out the polsoned wine when aome ODe spoke an inaus-
., ............. --_ .. 
108 Euripides ls famous tor just such devices. Another In-
stance i. the breath-taking resolve ot Ion not to examine 
the cradle but to ofter it to the god. thus trustrating at 
the last maaant the recognitlon. (1380-1384) The resolve 
is completely unmotlvated. Throughout the play it has al-
ways been hi. mother whom he bas wlshed to flnd and tor whom 
he mourns. His reaction to the (false) recognition of 
Xuthus as his father ls to wish more ardently than ever to 
find hi. mother. (563-565) His tear ot slave-birth is a 
specious excuse on the part ot the dramatist tor the actlon. 
Ion, lt will be reme.bered, is supposed to be oonvlnced that 
Xuthus is his tather. Hia mother, according to Xuthua, 
could have been on11 an Orgiaat, and theretor., ot nec •• sity 
a tree-born girl. Hla .other Gould not have been a alave, an 
Ion had .xplioitly ~ecogniZed the tact: ·So, I 'acape the 
103 
piciou. word.10i And it was his reverence for the god's4pro-
tection, however reluctant that reverence was given, that saved 
him from murdering hi. mother. 
One charge remaiDs to be cODsidered, namely, the rape ot 
Oreusa. It is several times referred to as a "deed ot shame,-
and it evokes fram Ion the indlgnant speech that men should not 
be called wicked 1f they only ~tat. the goda. This is the 
... 
charge that causes Horwood to call Apollo, whatever else he may 
have done, a "knave"110 and a -brute.-lll Most modern readers 
flnd lt hard to admire Apollo or condone hls force. What are .e 
to think of thl. charge 1ft the light of the play? 
As we have already had occaslon to remark, it ls not so 
much the rape as the desertlon ot the chlld that causes paln 
and indignation. Ion reproaches Phoebus: 
He ravisheth 
Kaids, and forsakes; begetteth babes 
by stealth~ 
And heed s not ~ though thel dle. Do 
thou notio -
Being strong, be rlghteous. 112 
And When he dlscovera that the god did not forsake his child, 
that he hlmseU', ln fac.t~ is ApollO's son, there are no more re-
proaohes and he thinks it all qulte wondertul. 
Say on: glad tidlngs this and for-
... ----... _----
taint ot serfdom.- (556) 
log Ion 1186-119'. 
110 Norwood, Greek Tragedf' 238. 
111 Norwood, Imer. 30urna of Phl101ogy, January~ 1942, 113. 
112 ~ 437-4~(Ital!cs ours.) 
tune talr!113 ••• 
o happy words, lt thls thou sayest 
be true!114 ••• 
And thls my blrth, I tind no tault 
therein. 115 
104 
So also when Athena with her supreme authority declares 
.. , 
that Apollo has done all things well, she makes not the slight-
est attempt to justify the rape, but speaks only ot the child: 
Well, hath Apollo all th1~8 done: tor, 
tirst, 
He gave thee health 1n trava1l; 80 
none knew: 
And, when ,thou hadst borne this chlld, 
and cast him out 
In swaddling-bands, bade Hermes 1n 
his arms 
8natoh h1m away, and h1ther watt 
thy babe; 
And nutured him, nor ,uttered him 
to d1e.116 
More significant stlll 1s the torm that the de11berate 
and undoubtedly sincere recantation ot Oreusa takes. It seems 
clear that in her mind the cr1me of Apollo was the rape and de--
sertion, and that her interaourse with the god would have been 
her glory if Apollo had Saved her son. 
.......... _ .. __ .. 
Hear me: Phoebus praise I, wham I 
praised not in mine hour ot griet, 
For that whom he set at naught, his 
child, to me he now restores. 
Lovely 1s his oracle, and tall' to me 
these temple-doors, 
Hateful though they were aforetiMe. Now 
113 Ib1d., 1485. 
114 IDId., 1488. 
115 IDIl., 1519. 
116 IDId., 1595-1600. 
I 
unto the portal ring, 
As I bid his gates my blithe fare-
well, with loving hands I cling.117 
105 
Further, if "Euripides intends to prove the descent of 
the Athenian tribes, through Ion, from Apollo," as Norwood him-
self is now ready to ooncede,118 it is soarcely .oredible that 
Euripides set out to oonvince his audience of Athenians that 
their divine progenitor was a -brute" and a -knave.- That many 
ot his modern readers are so convinced may, perhaps, be ex-
plained in two ways. 
It would seem, first, that it is in points 11ke this that 
the new romantio, sympathetio, psychologioal approaoh of the 
poet to his material causes his disorder and disharmony ot plot. 
He loses his heart to the woman in Oreusa, as Vergil was to do 
later to the woman in DidO, and almost loses sight of her part 
in the divine plan. In all his plays Euripides is oonstantly 
asking himself how would this person feel and think in such a 
Situation, and he tries to portray these feelings and thoughts, 
but acoording to the fifth-oentury charaoter, even though they 
sometimes oause inconsistenoies and abruptness in the working out 
of the story he set himself to tell. Oreusa is far from being 
the merely impersonal channel of the 8eed of Apollo tbat another 
poet who represented better the brilliant moderation and oold 
hardness of the Periolean age would have made her. She is a real 
---_ ...... ---
117 Ibid., 1609-1613. 
118 lorwood, loc. oit., 112. 
--
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and vividly human woman and examplifies perfectly the pregnant 
comment of the chorus: 
Nor in woven web nor in story 
Ever heard I of happiness blent with 
the glory 
Of Gods' aeed woman-born. 119 
On the other hand, moderns may approaoh the question from 
the point of view of the mode~ estim.te of woman's place in 
sooiety. Needless to say this is a radically wrong approach. The 
faot i8 that women had praotioally no plaoe in fifth-century 
Athenian society_ The etairai who attented public affairs were 
merely instruments of pleasure, and the deoent women, who Were 
kept in a~oat oriental seclusion, were looked upon as mothers 
of children and little else. Real love between man and woman 
was not frequent in the Greek social life of this period, and 
a man would scarcely think of making a companion of his wife.120 
The Greek idea of aexual morality was likewise poles apart 
from the Christian concept. l21 Promiscuity was a constitutive 
--------~-119 Ion 507-509. 
120 C?7 Farnell, 37: "The spirit ot Greek religion is, in fact, 
entirely in accord with that dictum expressed by Plato in 
the Laws (774A),--so antagonistic to modern senttments--
name~that a man in his choice of a wife must be guided 
by the inter.sts of the State, not by bis own pleasure; and 
Aristotle in his Politics takes the s~~~ view. In faot, to 
the ethical and religious theory of the ancient classical 
communities romantic sentiment would appear merely egoism, 
and the religious and philosophic ideal of marri~e was 
wholly altruistic." 
121 " ••• the State-theory concerning sexual morality looked 
only to the preservation of the monogamic marriage and the 
rearing of healthy children; it could not reoognise any ab-
straot value in barren ohastity. • • the gulf between an-
107 
part of same religious ceremonies; Xuthus the cavalier aftd hero 
is not above reproach but his conduct ne1ther surprises nor 
shocks the pious Ion. We hear that the most proper Sophocles 
had a number ot illegitimate sons. 122 Moderns are usually 
shocked at the callousness with which toth Plato and Aristotle 
treat married love~ and their prescriptions for exposing in-
fants that are def'o1'Dled or would raise .the population above the 
.. 
theoretical ideal. We must r .. e.ber~ too~ that Greek literature 
had made common the notian ot • god holding interoourse with a 
mortal .o.aan~ otten with painful results to the waman. And most 
Greek atates were very anxious to traoe back their &nee.try to 
a divine person. 123 
Further~ Creusa in the play is acute17 conscious ot her 
role as the representative and last survivor ot the royal line 
ot Eriohthoniua. And even though Euripides is almost too in-
terested in her as a wom,an., he never lets bia audience forget 
that her primary importance is a8 the mother ot the eponym of 
the Iont.ns. The prayer of the chorus, insistently repeated~ 
is always that tne house mal not die out, that a stranger may 
not seize the throne of an autochthonous people. It is tear of 
this principally that moves the old servant to rage. Athena 
-- .. -------
cient and Bodern morality in this respect is well illustrate 
by those stories that ascribe to Solon the public organi-
zation ot oourtesans •••• - Ibid., 79. 
122 Cf. Ha1gh, Tr~iO Drama, 132. -
123 ct. Cadaus' a~ioe in the Bacohae 333-336. 
loa 
dismisses Oreusa shortly and c~nt1nes the burden ot ber4 mes-
aage to the Ian and his desoendantl,--including those desoen-
dants Who sat watching the play. 
We would say, then, that in all probability, the Athenian 
audience of the Ion would have understood quite well the action 
......... 
of Apollo, and would not have been especially surprised or scan-
dalized by it.124 He would not seem &."brute" and -knave" but 
a god acting very much like a god and with & design that par-
tioularly flattered them. 125 
Two other charges, not explicitly mentioned in the play, 
but preferred by crit1cs,126 may be considered more br1etly. 
These are that Euripides pre.ents Apollo as a -liar- and a 
-bungler." 
As with the other oharges against the god, these too seem 
to be inconsistent with the purpose of Euripides in writing the 
play. Nor can they be well supported. It is far too harsh to 
call Apollo a liar because of the oracle given to Xuthus. That 
oraole was de11berately made so vague that even Ion doubts it; 
and both Orensa and Athena explain that the god said he gave 
Ion to Xuthus as a son, and did not say that XUtbU8 was hia 
----~-----
. 
124 Herodotus had no difficulty 1n be11eving that a god became 
father ot Demar&tUB, a king of Sparta, by trickery. (v1,69.) 
125 Further, it the Ion was intended as an attack on Apollo, 
1t aeems doubtrur-It Eurip1des would bave been made a priest 
ot Apollo. (According to Vita Euripidis, p. 3, Dindorf.) 
126 E.g., Verrall, Euripides ~Ratlona118t, 145-146, et pass1m 
127 !!! 1595. ---- --
l~ 
father. It might be remarked, also, that in such oircumstanoes 
a -mendacium utl1itatis- would have been allowed by most Greek 
moralists. 
The oharge that the god was a bungler seems quite unfair. 
·Well hath Apollo all things done,·127 says Athena and Eurip-
ides probably wanted the audience to think so too. The only 
part of the plan that was upset was the time of the recognition 
between son and mother. Because of their own rashness and in-
temperance they forced the god to allow the recognition at Del-
phi instead of at Athens. But the god really showed his pro-
vidence to even better advantage by saving them as he did from 
their own folly.128 It was he who sent the doves to reveal the 
poisoned wine; it was he who inspired the Priestess to bring 
forth the birth-tokens at the orisis. The rest of the plan was 
skilfully and naturally acoomplished. Hermes had been carefully 
instruoted in his part; the god himself had moved the heart of 
his Priestess in the first instance not to banish the babe trom 
---~------128 The fact that Apollo did not appear to know what was going 
to happen when he gave Ion to Xuthu8 as his son, may be ex-
plained, we believe, in two ways without refleotion on the 
god. 
First, the fore-knowledge of the traditional Greek 
gods was always very limited. In Homer, for example, Pam-
petie has to inform all-seeing Helios that the followera of 
Od,aeus have taken his herds. Menelaus and his men hide 
themselves under seal-skins in order to .eize Proteus and 
force him to reveal to the.m the future. Yet the omniscient 
Proteus does not even suspect their presence. Odysseus es-
capes the notioe of his arch-enemy Poseidon until he is far 
out upon the sea on his way home. 
Secondly, Hermes may well be considered as giving the 
plan Apollo intended to use if there had been no interference. 
110 
the temple,129 and to keep sate, without knowing why, 'he cradl 
and its content8 tor all the intervening years. It was Apollo, 
too, at the time he had determined upon, who insp1red Xuthu8 
And Creusa to came to hi8 shrine to ask tor children. The plan 
.. , 
whereby Ion was to obtain his rightful place in the royal house 
and yet be thought a child ot Xuthus and receive trom him a 
8on's love and protection was very con~iderate, and was carried 
.. 
through succeestul~7 despite the interference of Oreu8a. Nor 
doe. Athena come to the rescue of her brother. There i8 not rea-
son to believe that Phoebu8 througn his oracle could not bave 
given the same explanation as Athena gave and the same prophe-
cies ot the glory of Ion, and that, they would not have meet the 
same credence on the part ot Creuea and Ion. Athena'. appearanc 
was for dramatic reaaons. 130 
... 
... _--.... _--
129 Ion 47-48. 
130 ~he I~higeneia in Tauris, it is not Artemis who appears 
to aaveer priestii. and establish her own cult in Greece, 
but Athena. Are we to look upon this as a veiled attack 






It ie our opinion, theretore, that it one reads the Ion 
.. , 
a8 a Greek drama produced with sucoess betore an Athenian audi-
.nce in or about the year 418 B.O., and keeps out of hi. head 
theorie. ot what Greek dramatic structure should be as w.ll as 
jaundiced judgment. ot how everything in Euripides must be in-
terpreted, he will find' the ~ ot Euripides a perfectly simple 
,1&1 which means exactly what it says and contains no insoluble 
.nigmas.l31 The religious figur.s and ideas in the play are 
~ite within the structure of Greek orthodoxy and would not bave 
oaused scandal to the most fervent. The poet handles the re-
ligious elements in a way that would glorify the city and its 
protecting deities, and such was the essenoe ot orthodoxy. He 
.,ans the story to be taken on its face value. Apollo was the 
father of Ion; Oreusa, his mother. Ion is the divinely ordained 
.ponym of the Athenian tribes. Apollo bas arranged in his provi-
'enoe the events of the playas described. Apollo i8 not a brute 
a liar, or a bungler. 
-.... _-----_ .. -
131 ot. Norwood, Amer. Journal ot Phil.,l12: "Long study ot this 
play has at last persuaded me tEat it contains no enigma at 
all but i. perfectly simple; our perplexities, though quite 
natural, are imposed upon it by our modern ideas about dra-
matic art, about enlightened and pioneering playwrights, 
about the Divine Nature as conceived by various kinds ot 
Athenians." This most recent statement ot Mr. Norwood sugges 
that the views we have attributed to him in this thesis may 




CRITICISM OF THE GODS IN THE OTHER PLAYS 
We have examined the Ion, and conlidering it as standing 
b1 itself, have given what seaMS to us the most reasonable in-
t.rpretation of ita purpose and meaning. We now wish to evalu-
• 
ate this interpretation in the light of the other surviving 
works ot Euripides. It Is obvious that it the rest ot the plays 
.how Euripides an out and out atheist, or at least a man who 
10.e8 no opportunity to criticize the religion of his countrymen 
the interpretation ot a single play, such as the !!! will have 
to be reconsidered. The question is: do the other plays reveal 
an atheist or at least a bitter critic? 
In our opinion they detinite~y do not. It is impossible 
here, ot course, to e.amine the remaining plays in any detail. 
Ie must be satisfied with a brief review ot the religious senti-
.ants expressed in the plays. For the sake ot convenience and 
to show the ppsition ot the Ion in relation to the other plays, 
we shall consider them in a chronological order. 
It we refuse to accept Verrall'. theory of the Alcestis--
Which even his tollowers refuse to dol--we find nothing in the 
------_ ....... 
1 Of. Norwood, Greek Tragedy, 191. 
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play that can be taken as an attack on the legend presented. 
Rather the dramatIst appears to encourage the devotIon of the 
cammon people to the dI.1nlzed Alcestls: 
But 0, let the worship and honour 
that we render to 
Gods rest upon her: . 
unto her let the wayfarer pray.2 
The Medea and Hippolytus, the sucoeeding plays, include 
no attack on ancient lore. But again we·find evidence otthe 
poet's interest in explaining religious rites and cuatams. 
This land of Sisyphus 
W111 I oonstrain with solemn festlval 
And rites to atone for this unhal-
lowed murder.3 
And to thee, hapless one, for these 
thy woe8 
High honour8 wl11 I give in Troezen-
town. 
Ere thy espousals shall all maids 
unwed 
For thee cut otf their hair: through 
age on age 
Full harvests shall they reap of 
tears of grievIng.4 
Passing over the Hecuba which certainly represents DO 
rationalistic attack on the legends, we find in the Madness !! 
Heracles the first expression of disbelief tn the old stories. 
LYCU8 says soornfully: 
-----~----
Thou, who through Hellaa scatteredst 
empty vaunts 
That Zeus was CO-begetter of sons 
2 Alcestis 997-999. 
3 Meaea 1381-1383. 
4 Hippolytus 1423-1427. 
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with thee, .' 
And thou, tha t thou was t named a 
hero's wit e I 5 
But Lycus is obviously the villain ot the piece and receives 
a just retribution. The ohorus pronounces significantly over 
his destruction: 
Who was it in lawlessnes8 rlouting 
the gods, that mortal wight 
Who in tolly blasphemed ~. Blessed 
in the heaven's height, 
Saying that Gods be void of migbt? 6 
However, towards the end ot the play, Heracles, retusing 
to be oomforted in his grief by the recollection ot the suf-
terings of the gods, exclaims: 
I deem not that the Gods tor spousals 
crave 
Unhallowed: tales of God's hands 
manacled 
Ever I scorned, nor ever will believe, 
Nor that one God is born another's 
lord. 7 
Are we to accept tbiB passage as embodying the final sen-
timents ot Euripides! It i8 difficult to say. We must remember 
that this speech represents the tragic peak ot the drama. The 
hero, Heracle., at the height ot his power and glory, has been 
brought down to utter and heart-breaking ruin. HiB mental col-
lap.e is more poignant even than hi. physical sutfering. All 
....... ~ .. --.. --5 Madness ot Heracles 148-150. 
6 Ibid., 75'-759. 
7 Ibid., 1341-1344. 
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.' hope is gone and he teels keenly his apparent abandonment by 
the gods. 8 He refuses to be oomforted by Theseus. and the 
lines just quoted are his answer to Theseus' argument: 
What wilt thou plead. it. mortal as 
thou art. .., 
Thou chare against thy tate, and 
Gods do not? 9 
Seoondly, the words. -unhallowed spousals," did not mean 
.. to Heracles what they mean to us today. Greek ideas ot sexual 
morality had little in common with ours. and had no place tar 
horror at mere sexual liberty.10 Heraole. olearly refers to 
the unnatural wedlook or brother and sister, mother and son, or 
which Theaeua speaks. ll There are no real grounds ror oon-
cluding that Heracles (or Euripides) meant to deny stories ot 
divine intercourse with mortals such as we have in the story 
of the ~. Theseus. who is obviously the personitioation of 
Athena and a completely pious man, himselt expresses doubt in-
the very stories he suggests to Heraoles. Suoh expressions do 
not make Euripides any more unorthodox than Pindar or Herodo-
tus who similarly express themselves. 12 
. 
As ir to settle any doubt about his orthodoxy, which was 
connected almost';to the point ot identification with patriotism 
in fifth-century Athens. the very next play. the SUppliants, is 
...... _-_ .. ---
8 IbId., 1243. 
9 IDI!., 1320-1321. 
10 nr:-supra pp. 106 ff. 
11 Madness of Heraoles 1316. 
12 ct. supra-pp. 32 rt. 
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from beginning to end a plea for piety and an encomium of the 
Cit 1'.13 In this play, 'as in the ~, the poet was treating 
of religion in 1ts connection with the State; hence, he would 
tolerate no rash doubts or denials. The Athenian hero-king tells 
Adrastus flatly: 
Thou leddest forth the Argives all 
to war 
Though seers spake heaven" warning, 
setting at naught • 
These, flouting Gods, didst ruin 80 
thy state. 14 
Adrastus recognizes his fault, and speaks these truly re-
m.arkable lines: 
Zeus, wherefore do they say that 
wretched man 
Is w1se? For 10, we hang upon thw 
Skirts, 
And that we do, it i8 but as thou 
wilt.15 
The play comes to a close with a last affirmation by 
Athen'. highest authority that the glory of the State i. depen-
dent entirely upon reverence for the gods. 
Athena, Queen, thy words will I obey: 
Thou guid'st me ever that I may not err. 
~1m will I bind with oaths: only do thou 
Still lead me aright; for gracious 
while thou art 
To Athens, ahall we ever safely dwell. lS 
Can we believe that the Athenian people, after having wit-
------_ ... _--
13 The Hypothesis to the play explicitly calls it an enoomium 
of Athens. 
l4su~iants 229-231. 
15 I d., 734-736. 




nessed the Suppliants, which by no conceivable effort 0.' the 
imagination can be made out to be an attack on Athenian ortho-
doxy, could yet have approached the very next play produced by 
Euripides with the expectation ot hearing a veiled attack on 
their religious beliet.? Is it reasoriible to suppose that a 
play,following so closely the Suppliants and bound up just as 
intimately with Athenian pride ot race ,and patriotism, was in 
.. 
fact a complete though hidden denial of everything that had been 
said in the earlier play? Such a s~~position is absurd. And yet 
we have been asked by some to believe just that about the Ion, 
the play that (most probably) followed the Suppliants. 17 
In the succeeding play, the Tfoiades, occur the lines that 
Decharme seleota as expressing the real opinion of the poet 
and as marking the beginniag of the whole rationalistic theory.l 
Heouba tells Helen: 
And thine own lust was made thy 
Cyprian Queen J 
Ever men's folll is made their Aphro-
dite. 19 . 
With all due respect to M. Deoharme, we frankly fail to 
see in the lines the high significance he has discovered there. 
Heouba's retort i8 simply part of a formal debate which moderns 
find 80 distasteful and ancients found so delightful. Helen has 
.----... __ ... 
17 For the date, see note 37, p. 77, and Norwood, 234. 
18 Decharme, EuriBides and the Spirit ot His Dramas, 51. 
19 Troiades 988-9 9. - - --
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pleaded in self-justifioation that a "goddess" forced h.r to 
go to Troy. Heouba's answer is, of oourse, the obvious one. But 
she def1n1tely does not deny the actual existence of the goddess 
upon whom Helen has tr1ed to cast her blame. The old queen be-
g1ns: 
F1rst champion will I be of God-
desses, 
And w11t convict her of a slanderous 
tongue. 20 • 
Some t1me before, she had warned Helen: 
Charge not Goddesses w1th folly 
To gloze thy"sin: thou oozenest 
not the 9ise. 21 
These passages show that there was simply no ~estion 1n 
her mind about the ex1stence of the goddess; her only thought 
was to prevent Helen fram taking refuge in a sophistical appeal 
to d1vine interference. 
Passing on to the next play, the popular Iph1geneia ~ 
Taurie, we eee that it contains but one passage that might be 
considered unorthodox. We have quoted earlier these lines--the 
lines in whioh Iphigeneia expresses her disbelief 1n the ban-
quet of Tantalus. 22 We are quite willing to oonoede that the 
passage represents Eurip1des' opinion as well as that of his 
her01ne; but we deny the conclusion that, therefore, he had 
lost all belief in traditional mythology and/or re11gion. As we 
~-~-~~----20 Troiades 969-970. 
21 Ibid., 901-902. 
22 supra pp. 5-6. 
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have endeavored to aho. befor., Greek orthodoxy left pl.nty of 
roa. for one to choose or reject what he would in the often 
conflicting mass of legendary material. To realize how little 
an isolated rebellion against traditional truth. really means, 
we have only to recall that the exemplar of all orthodoxy, Pin-
dar himself, had denied this very story ot Tantalus. 23 No, we 
hardly feel it necessary on the strength of the few lines in the 
.. 
Taurian Iphigeneia to change our interpret.tion of the religious 
attitude of the ~. 
There is really little need to examine the other plays in 
detail. All .e set out to show in this chapter was that Euripi-
des was not alwaY8 and everywhere an atheist, a severe critic 
ot the religion of his countrymen, or in fact particularly un-
usual in his religious sentiments. OUr purpose, of course, was 
.thus to demonstrate that our interpretation of the Ion was not 
"-
forced, that we were justified in approaching the play with 
an unprejudiced mind. Atter our present review, brief as it 
necessarily was, of the plays that preceded and followed im-
mediately a~ter the ~ (and therefore should show best the 
spirit in which the Ion was written), we think that it i8 clear 
that Euripides could and did write plays which are certainly 
not intended to discredit the orthodox religion or even the 
legends with which they were concerned. His patriotism is ob-
----------23 ct. supra pp. 33-34. 
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vious, and, as with all Athenians of his day, his citY's4great-
ness was inextricably bound up with the worship of the gods. 
There 1s every reason to think, in the light of the other plays 
we have considered, that the ~ was probably intended to mean 
what we have suggested it to mean in t~is thesis. 
121 
ASmw~y 
The modern theory that holds that the works of Euripides, 
and speoifically the ~, were intended by their author as an 
~ 
attack on traditional Greek religion and must be so tnterpreted 
to be understood does not seem to be founded on faot. In the 
first place, the plays ot Euripides, n~t so interpreted, have 
• 
met with considerable popularity and esteem tor two and a halt 
thousand years. Secondly, available evidence points to the 
oonclusion that Euripides was not regarded by his oontemporaries 
as a toe of orthodox religion. Thirdly, an analysis of the Ion 
would seem to indioate that the ~tural interpretation is the 
only one that will acoount satisfaotorily for the lines that the 
poet has actually written. Finally, the natural interpretation 
seems to be quite in acoord with a proper understanding of 
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